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ABSTRACT

The manutactunng process, especially in a reputed industry like Padma Textile mlils Ltd
(Group of Beximco), is equipped with the modem and sophisticated machllie and
equipment However, there IS still room for optimizing the levels of processing
parameters Three machines such as cardmg, ring frame & winding are such machines
Experiments were conducted by the deslgn of experiment (DOE) approach to optimize
some selected parameters with the aim of making greater amount of quality yam with the
same amount of cotton, A terminology is used in D O.E to 'ndicate the target parameter
and the higher the yam quality, the better is the situallOn for the industry. But there is a
precondition of increasing the quality of yam must be achieved meetmg certain set
condition. The condinon of the yam quality is measure of material utIlization

Three machines are operated maintaining a range of set conditions, These conditions are
vaned by the operator according to operation, the demand and capacity. To take into
account the natuml variation in the response of the output, seveml experiments were
conducted at the same set conditlons of the parameter. The average was taken as the
esnmated of the true outputs. The quality standard was verified in each case

PTML has to be very serious on the quality of its yam, Presently the rolll controls the
process parameter accordmg to the manufacturer suggestion or by the expenence gained
by tlte operating personnel. It ISstrongly felt that the yam qualrty can be improved by the
process parameters thorough scieotific observanoo hke factorial experiments.

All tests are conducted randomly to eliminate errors and considered mdividuals section to
get accurate results, To avoid the varIation of data and complexity Tn the mdividuals
section, each parameter has to be maintained within certain mnge and the combined
effect of parameter determines the final yam quality,

The individual section was nOl synchrolllzed because a test or series of test in which
purposeful changes ""ere made to the input variables of a process or syslem so that onc
may observe and identifY the reasons for change in the output.

Carding machme is used to produce sliver and =penments were conducted to lind the
mOSldeslfed combination of the levels of carding delivery speed, flal specd and cyhnder
speed, These three factors were vaned into lwo levels and the,r influence was
determined. The two levels of the factors are 80 and 1DO mlmin for delivery speed, 135
and i53m1mm for flat speed, 375 and 426rpmfor cylinder speed. All the lItree
factors/parameters were found 10 have individual effect on the quality. Small interacllve
effect of the parameters on lite qualrty was observed. A dehvery speed 80m/min, flal
speed 135m/min and cylinder speed 426 rpm were found to increase the production
S'gnificance tests were conducted by the analysis of varianCll, II was found that lite
delivery speed, flat speed and cylinder speed. all three parameters had significant effcct



on the quality. The interactions between cylinder speed & flat speed and cylinder speed
& delivery speed have significance effect on the quality. In all cases the desired levels of
quality standard was verified,

Ring frame is performed to produce yam and experiments were conducted to find the
most desired combination of the levels of ring speed and twist per inch, The level are
varied WIth into three levels i.e. ring speed 18100,18600 and 19000 rpm and twist per
Inch 25.18,25.48 and 25.78, Both the ring speed and twist per Inch were found to have
main effect on the quahty, With the experimental limits of the factors, the mll! quality
was observed for nng speed 19000 and the twist per inch 25.78.

The most desirable conditi(}lI was observed at ring speed 18600 !pm and twIst per lOch
25.48. A significance test was illso conducted by the analysis of ~ariance, It was a
significant interaction effect of the ring speed and twist per inch on the quality.

Winding machine is used to produce cone and experiments was conducted to find out the
most desired condition It may be mentioned here that each set condltion, experiment was
rephcated for three times With three values standard deviation was calculated to cheek
the variability Quality standard, a parameter to measure the retained material, was
cheeked individually with very experiment to confirm the minimum acceptable level At
wlllding speed 1450 mlmin, the variability was the lowest leading to the conslstency and
customer satisfaction, Maximum quality standard was observed to occur at 1350m/min,
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I1"TRODUCTlON

.-
Chapter-l

_ .

1.1 HISTORY OF COTTON

It .•.•.as cultiyated in India and Pakistan and in Mexico and Peru 5000 years ago. In these
two widely s~'Parated parts of the world, cottOll must have grown wild. Then people
learncd to cultivate cotton plants in their fields. In Europe, wool was the only fibre used
to make clothing. Then from the Far East Came tales of plants that grew "wool". Traders
claimed that cotton was the wool of tiny animals called Scythian lambs that grew on the
stalks of a plant. The stalks, each with a Jamb as its flowcr, were said to bend over so the
small sheep could grazc On the grass around the plant. These fantastic stories were sho\\fn
to bc unlrue when Arabs brought the cotton plant to Spain in middle Ages.

In the fourteenth century cotton was grown in Mediterranean countries and shipped from
there to mills in the Nethcrlands in Western Europe for spinning and weaving. Until the
mid eighteenth century, cotton was not manufactured in England, because the wool
manufacturers there did not want it to compete with their O\\fn product. They had
managed to pass a law in 1720 makmg the manufacture Or sale of cotton cloth illegal.
\,{hen the law Was finally repealed in 1736, cotton mills grew in number. In the United
States though, COllonmills could not bc establishcd, as the English would not allow any
of the machinery to leave the country because thcy feared the colonies would compete
with them. But a man named Samuel Slater, who had "'orked in a mill in England, was
able to build an American colton mill from memory in 1790.

The earliest evidence of using colton as a textile fiber is ITomIndia. Colton cultivation
t,rst spread from India to Egypt, China and the South Pacific. Even though COllon fibers
had been known alrcady in Southern America, the large scale cotlon cultivation in
Northern America began in the 16th century with the arrival of colonists to southern parts
of today's United States.

The largest rise in colton production is connected with the invention of the saw-tooth
cotton gin by Ell Whitney in 1793. With this new technology, it was possible to produce
mOre colton fibers, which resulted in big changes in the spinning and weaving industry,
especially in England. Today, cotton is gro\\tT1in more than 80 countries worldwide.
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1.2 COTTON

Cotton is defined as white fibrous substance covering seeds harvested from cotton plant.
Seed cotton harvested from cotton Plant.

LI,,'TCOTTOt>,.,Lint cotton is obtained by removing the seeds in a ginning machine. Lint
cotton spun into yam, which is woven Or knitted into a fabric. Researchers have found
that cotton was grown more than 9000 years ago. However large scale cu!livation
commenced during middle of 17th Century.

Many varieties of cotton are cuitivated mainly from 3 important genetic species of
Gossypium.

l. H1RSUTUM- Plant grows in America, Africa, Asia also Australia. Plant grows to a
height of2 meters.

2. BARBAD£:"IS[_ Plant grows in America, Africa & Asia. Plant grows to a height of 2.5
meters with yellow flowers, long fiber with good quality, fiber with long staple and
finenes,.

3. ARBORI\TUM - Perennial plant grows up to 2 meters with red flowers, poor quaiity
tiber in East Africa and South East Asia.

There are four other species grown in very negligible quantities. Colton harvested from
the plant by band - picking Ormachine picking is ginned to remove seeds and the lint is
pressed into bales for delivery to spinning mills. Colton is RoHer Ginned (R0) or Saw
Ginned (50) depending on varieties and ginning practices. .

Colton is cultivated in 75 Countries ••.•.ith an area of 32 million bectares. Cultivation
period varics from t 75 days to 225 day" depending on variety. Colton is harvested in two
seasons, SUmmerand winter seasons.

Sa" ginned colton is more uniform and cleaner than roller ginned cotton. But fiber
quality is retained bener in roller ginning than saw ginning which has high productivity.

A COlton fiber has a tubular structure in twisted form. Now researchers have developed
colored cotton also. As On date, percentage of cotton fibers use is more than synthetic
fiber. But, its share is gradually reducing. Colton is preferred for under gannents due its
comfort to body skin. Synthetics have more versatile uses and advantage for Industrial
purposes.
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Fibers obtained Irom the mature capsule of the cotton plant, a ~hrub about 40 em high,
with leaves and fhlwers of a red or }ellow colour. When the flower is fecundated it loses
its petals and within 25 days a eap~ule surrounded by a leaf called bract grows. The
capsule is sustained by a cup and has a drop shape rounded at the lower extremity. Inside
the capsule there are f]-om five to eight seeds on which the fibers developed. When the
capsule is mature it opens into four parts
shnwing the cotton ball. On the same plant
the maturation of the capsules dnes not oeClir
simullanwusly, therefnre more passages are
required for the harvest of the eollon. The
harvest is carried out a week after maturation.
The first operation after harvesting is
huskmg, \vhieh permits the removal of the
fiber from the seeds. Then the cotton is
carded and combed so as to eliminate all the
Impurities. 4000 Fiber is the seed avcrage.
Staple length = 1/8" - 2.5" (0.32 - 6.35cm)

Fig l.l Cotton flower (Initial stage)

for manufaclUring yarns, fabrics, 718" 11/4" (2.22 - 3.18cm) is standard. Figure 1.1
shown the initial stage oftlower.

The requisites On the baSISofwbich to judge
the quality of the collon are the grade, the co
lour, and the length of the fiber and the
cbaracter. The final stage of flower figure is
ShO"l1 in fig 1.2

The grade is gwen by the external
appearance of the cotton and is determined
on thc basis of the major or minor brightness
of the fiber, by its more or less while color,
by the major or minor presence orparticles
of the leaf or oth~'T extraneous substances.

Fig 1.2 Cotton flower (Final stage)

The color is another important element of evaluation of cotton.
In fact, from the major or minor whiteness of the cotton depends the facility of later
workings and the possibility of obtaining good yams. The color of cotton fibers d,ffers
greatly: that of cultivated cotton is generally white, more Or less candid or lending
to"a,ds grey; but there are also reddish, tawny, chamois, etc. colored varieties.

The length is the most important attnbule of the fibers. In this regards, COllon is divided
into two large categories: long fibers COllons(long staple), which measures more than 28
mms and amongst which Sea Island in the United States holds the record and the
Egyptian Mako and Sakellaridis which arrive at and sometimes over reach 50 mms, and
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short fibers cotton (short staple), that do not reach the length of 18mms and that derive
leom the Asian regions; there is also an intcrmediate category of cottons whose fibers
length is included betv.:een 18 and 28 mms, such as those /Tom the United States Uplands
and which constitute the grand mass of the world production,.

The character is thc attribute determined with more difficulty. It is in part connected with
the origin, variety and maturity, but at the end a cotton of good character is that whose
fiber are the most strong and robust, so as to resist traction and breakage, homogenous
and uniform, so as to produce few losses in working, and have a complete physical-
chcmical constitution, so as to give the cotton mass notable solidity and compactness,
smoothness and silkincss. The biggest cultivations of cotton arc to be fottnd in America,
India, Chllla, EgyPt, Pakistan, Sudan and Eastern Europe.

1.2.1 THE FIBRES

Before it is processed, the cotton fiber is called lint. The lim grows inside the cotton balls,
"hich are the fruit of the planLlnside each ball there are around 30 seeds.

When the cotton balls open, one Cansee the fluffy white cotton fibers that have been
growing inside. Cotton plants are grown. So the fibers can bc made into many different
products, some of which we use everyday. After the colton has been picked, it needs to
be cleaned, and the fiber from the cotton plant is then made into yam or fabric. The seeds
that are taken out of the fibers can be fed to animals, or crushed to make oil. The leaves
Canbe turned into mulch.

1.2.2 DIFFERE)'I;'T TYPE OF FIBERS

All textlle fiber has different properties which make them suitable for a variety of end
uses.

Fiber Canbe grouped into:

• staple - short, needing to be spun. into yam
• Filament - long, used as they are Orcut up and spun into thread.

[';atural fiber

Here are SOmeexamples:

• cotton, a staple fibers, comes from the cotton plant
• linen, a staple fibers, comes from the flax plant
• wool. a staple fibers, comes from animal hair
• silk, a filament fibers, comes from silk worms

Natural fibers are made from fibers harvested from plants and animals.
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Synthetic fiber

These are mostly derived from oil products and bum easily.

Synthetic fibers include:

• acrylic, from oil
• nylon, from oil and coal
• viscose, from ••••.ood pulp
• acetate, from wood pulp

Most synthetics can be either stapl~ or filament fiber.

Fibers blending

This is the process manufacturers USeto combine two or more dlfferent staple fiber
within the same yam. A fibers blend has the combined properties and benefits of each
component fibers.

COTTO="

Fibers t)'pe - staple fibers
Source - natural
Properties - absorbent, soft, creases easily
Blends with - polyester, nylon
Examples - jeans, I-shirts, work Wear

POI,YESTER

Fibers type - continuous filament
Sou ree - manufactured synthetic fibers from petrochemicals
Properties - non-absorbent, crease-resistant, easy-care
Blends "ith - wool, COllon
Examples - tents, shirts, work wear

ELASTAt'OE

fibers type - core elastane filament, covered with staple fiber
Source - manufactured synthetic fibers from petrochemicals
Properties - elastic/stretchy, good fit, comfortable, easy-care
Blends with - most fiber
Eumples - sportswear, underwear, fashion Wear
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1.2.3 THE COTTON PLAIH

COlton is a natural fiber as it comes from a plant, and makes up nearly half of all the
fibers sold in the world. The collon grows on a plant that is a member of the Hibiscus
family, botanically known as Gossypium hirsutum.

If left to grow on it's own in nature, the cotton plant can grow as high as 3.5 meters.
When grown on a fann, it only gets the chance to grow to about 1.2 meters. Collon plant
is glVenbelow in figure!.3.

Fig 1.3 Cotton Plant

There are many different varieties of cotton; the most common type grown in Australia is
American Upland cotton (Gossypium hirsutum). This is a leafy green shrub that produces
cream and pink flowers that turns into the fruit Orcotlon bolls.
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1.2.4 GROWING THE COTTON

Cotton plant's leaves resemble maple leaves and flowers look very much like pink
mallow flowers that grow in swampy areas. They arc relatives and belong in the same
plant family. .

Cotton is grO\VTIin about 80 cOllntries, in a band that stretches around the world between
latitudes 45 North to 30 South. For a good crop of cotton a lotlg, sunny growing SeaSOn
with at least 160 frost. free days and ample water are required. Well drained. crumbly
soils that Catl keep moisture well arc the best. In most regions extra water must be
supplied by irrigation. BC\;auseof its long growing season it is best to plant early but not
before the Sun has warmed the soil enough. Seedlings appear about 5 days after planting
the seeds. Weeds have to be removed because they compete with seedlings for water,
light and minerals and also encourage pests and diseases, The first flower buds appear
after 5-6 weeks, and in another 3-5 weeks these buds become flowers.

Each tlo"er falls after only 3 days leaving behind a small seed pot, known as the boll.
Children in cotton-growing areas in the South sometimes sing this song about the
flowers: Each fibers grows its full length in 3 weeks and [or the following 4-7 weeks eaeh
fibers gets thicker as layers of cellulose build up the cell walls. While this is happening
the boll matures and in about 10weeks after flowering it splits open.

The raw cotton fiber burst out to dry in the sun. As they lose water and die, each fiber
collapses into what looks like a twisted ribbon. Now is time for harvesting. Most cotton is
hand-picked. This is the best method of obtaining fully grO\VTIcolton because unwanted
material, called "trash", hke leaves and the remains of the boll are left behind. Also the
colton that is too young to harvest is left for a second and third picking. A crop can be
picked over a period of two months as the bolls ripen. Countries that are wealthy and
where the land is flat enough usually piek cotton with machines _ cotton harvesters.
Global cottOtl verities according to the planting and harvesting periods is given the
following table 1,1
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GLOBAL COTTO;'l/ - VERITIES - PLANTING AND HARVESTING PERIODS

Country IPlanting Period I Han'esting I Staple-mm I Mie I Variety
!AFGI-IANISTAN IAPRIL-MAY :OCT.DEC 126-28 14.0 IACALA
'ARGENTINA ISEPT.OCT !FEB-JUNE 124-28 13.9-4.1 IT08A
'AUSTRALIA ISEPT-NOV IJl..1ARJUl\'E 124-29 13.2-4.9 IDPL
BRAZIL I'OCT-NOV IMAR-JUNE 126-28 13.2-4.0 I]AC

'BRAZIL IPERENNIAL i 132-35 13.2-4.8 [MOCO,. --- -- .-
INOV-DEC 125-28

-
ji8-4.3 !ALLENCAMERRON IJUNE

CHINA IAPRIL_HJNE iSEP-OCT 122-28 13.5-4.7 ISHANDONG
,COTED lVORIE IJUN-AUG :OCT-JAN 124-28 12.6-4.6 jALLEN,

:FGYPT jMt\RCli 131-40 13.24.6 IGIZAiSE? OCT
IAPRIL ISEPT-OCT 126-28

,
145'GREECE p.8-4.2,

ISEP-NOV F 128-79 iSEPARATEINDIA !APRIL-NOV
. . LIST

!IRAN jMAR-APR [SEP-NOV 126-28 13.9-4.5 ICOKER"

13.5-4.5 IDELTAPINE,MEXICO IMAR-JUNE !AUG-DEC [26-29
:MOZAMBIQUE iNOV-DEC iAPR_MAY 125-29 13.6-4.2 IA637
,NIGARL\ IJUL-AUG !DEC-FEB 124-26 12.5-4,0 [SAMARU" ,!APR JUN jSEP-DEC 112-33 13.5-6.0 I
,PAKISTAN

iPARAGUAY iOCY-DEC ;MAR-APR 126-28 13.3-4.2 IEMPIRE
PERU {JUL-NOV IFEB-AUG 129-.8 13.3-4.2 ITANGUIS

:SPAIN IAPR-MAY 'SEP NOV 125-28 13.3-4.9 iCAROLlNA
,SUDAN IAUG !JUN-APR p-EO 13.8-4.2 IBARAKAT
SYRL\ IAPR-MAY SEP-NOV 125-29 13.8-4.8 [ALEPPO

TOGO iJUN-JUL ,NOV-DEC 128-29 14.3-5.5 IALLEN
"fURKMENIST AN !APR-MA Y SEP-NOV 124-29 13.5-5.5 IOEL T APfI\E
TURKEY iAPR_MAY 'SEP-NOV 124-28 13,55.5 IDELTAPINE,

!APR.JON 126-28 13.3-4.8UGANDA 'NOV-fEB IBAP-SATIJ

4

26
28

'3

&

9
"----
;10

: 1 1
~li

30
------,-

31

"i1 8
,19

i20
r-,n
22,
23
24

Table 1.1 Global conon verities according 10 the planting and harvesting periods.
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1.3 COTTON AND YARN QUALITY CO-RELATIO~

Essential characteristics of cotton quality and characteristics of yam quality of yam are given
from detailed experimental investigations. Some of the important conclusions which help to
find co-relation between yarn quality and cotton quality are given below:

• I\'EPS:A ncp is a small tangled fibers knot often caused by processing. Neps can
be measured by a ncp tcster and reported as the total number of neps per 0.5
grams of the fibers and avcrage size in millimeters.Nep fonnation renects the
mechanical processing stage, especiaily from the point of view ofthc quality and
condition of the machinery used.

o STAPLELEI\GTII, If the length of fibers is longer, it can be spun into finer counts
of yam which can fetch higher prices. It also gives stronger yam,

o STRENGTH:Stronger fiber gives stronger yams. Further, proccssing speeds can
be higher so that higher productivity can be achieved with less end-breakage.

o FIBERSHI\ENESS: Finer fiber produce finer count of yam and it also helps to
produce stronger yams.

o FIBERSMATURITY: Mature fiber give better evenness of yam. There will be
fewer ends - breakages. Better dyes' absorbency is additional benefit.

o UNtFORMITYRATIO: Yam uniformity ratio higher is more even and there are
reduced end-breakages,

• ELOSGATlO:>l,A better value of elongation will help to redllce end-breakages in
spmning and hence higher prodllctivity with low wastage of ray..materia!.

o NON.L1NTCO:>lTENT:Low percentage of trash wili redllce the process waste In
blow Room and cards. There will be fewer chances of yam defects.

o SuGARCONTENT:Higher sugar content will ,create stickmess of fibers and create
processing problem of licking in the machines.

• MOISTURECONTENT: If moisture content is more than standard value of 8.5%,
there will be more invisible loss. If moisture is less than 8,5%, then there will be
tendency for brittleness of fibers resultmg in frequent yam breakages.

o FEEL: If the feel of the cotton is smooth, it will be.prodllce more smooth yarn
which has potential for weaving better fabric.

o CLASS: COllon having better grade in classing will produce less process waste
and yam will have better appearance.

o GREY VALUE: lJ means it can reflect light better and yam will give beller
appearance.

• YELLOWNESS:'Nhen valUe of yellowness is more, the grade becomes lower and
lower grades produce weaker & inferior yams.

o NErPINESS:Neppiness may be due to entanglement of fiber in ginning process or
immature fiber. Entangled fiber can be sorted out by careful processing But, Neps
due to immature fibers will stay on in the end product and CaUSethe level of yarn
defects to go higher.
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An analysis can be made of yam properties which ~an be directly attributed to cotton
quality.

I, YARN COU:>IT: Higher count of yam can be produced by longer, finer and stronger
fiber.

2. c.\'. OFCOUNT:Higher fiber uniformity and lower level of short fibers percentage will
be beneficial to keep C.V (Co-efficient of Variation) at lowest.

3. 1£:>ISILE STRENGTH: TillS is directly related to fibers strength. Longer length of fibers
will also help to produce stronger yams.

4. c.v. OF STRENGTH: Yarn is dire~tly related CY of fibers strength.

5, ELOc-.'GATlO:":Yam elongation will be beneficial for weaving efficiently. fibers with
bcner elongation have positive co-relation with yarn elongation.

6. C.V.Of ElONGATlO"l: c.y. of yam elongation Canbe 10""'when c.Y, of fibres
elongation is also low.

7. JIARS VARIATim;: This property directly related to fibres maturity and fibre,
uniformity,

8. HAIRI~ESS: Faster processing speeds and high level of ~ery short fiber,

9. DYEING QUALITY: Yam dyeing quality will defend on evenness of yam and marketing
of colton fiber.

10, BRlGHT:'I'ESS: Yam will give brighter appearance if cotton grade is higher.

[0



Spinning Count

cr"O'-""_' 'B',,-"-o"w' 2"0'
Medium Count20s-34s
Fine Count 34s 60s

Superfine Count 80s _ 140s

1.3.1 COTTON QUALITY SPECIFICATlO]',S

The most important fibres qual ity is fibres length. Classification of fib~'Tlength is given
in table 1.2

LE]',GTH

------------------------ ---------------
Staple ILength mm Length inchesclassification

:Short =_::f::::rL"","~'~h;'"~24,-r 15/16 -I
rM-'-di-,,-m- 24- 28 r 1.1/132-1.3/32

;Long 28 -34 1.3/32 -1.318,----
:Extra Long 34- 40 1.3/8 -1.9/16

Table: 1.2. Classification of fiber length

J'Ii(ltes:

• Spinning Count does not depend on staple length only. II aho depends on fineness
and processing machinery.

• Length is measured by hand staphng or Fibro graph for 2.5% Span length
• 2.5%SL (Spun Length) means at leasl 25% of total fiber has k>ngthexceeding

this value.
• 50% SL means at least 50% of total fiber has length exceeding this value.

LE]'I,"GTH UNIFORMITY

Length Uniformity is calculated by 50SL x 100/25 SL

Significance of UR (Uniformity ratio) is given below:

UR% Classil,cation 50-55
Very Good 45-50, Good 40-45
Satisfactory 35-40
Poor Below 30 Unusable
M= 50% SL
UHM SL - Average value of length of longest of 50"/0of fiber
UHM means Unifonn hairiness.

UI Uniformity Index
UI MiUHM

II



Length uniformity for different type of fiber is given table 1.3

rurNDEX~ -!CLASSIF1CATJON

IBelow 77 IVery low
177-99 fLow--
]80.82 :Average
[83-85----jHigh
..- ~---,
;Above 85 IVery High

IUHM
IBe10w0.99

10.99-1.10
11.11-1.26
IAbove 1.26

I

ICLASSIFlCA nON
,IShort
IMedium
jLong
IExtra Long

I
Table.I.3 Length uniformity for d,fTerent type of fiber.

Now Umformity is measured by HVI

HVI means High Value Instrument

FiBERS STRENGTH

Fibers strength, next important quality is tested "sing Presley instrument and the value is
given in thousands of pounds per square inch. (1000 psi) For beller accuracy, Stelomeler
is used aod results are given in grams I Tex.

Lately, strength is measured m HVI (High Value Instrument) and result is given in terms
of grams/tex,

Interpretation of Strength value is given below in table 1.4

':G~/~'~"~~===========IIC~"~'~""'fii."='="""~"=============1~e1ow23 IWeak
!24-25 !Medium
126-28 IAverage
'29.30 IStrong
[Abovc 31 IVery Strong

Table 1.4 Fiber strength

Strength is esscntial for stronger yams aod higher processing speeds.

• Fibers fineness and maturity are tested in a conjunction using M,cronaire
Instrument,

• Finer fiber give stronger yams but amenable for mOre neppiness of yam due to
lower maturity.

• Micronaire values vary from 2.6to 7.5 in various varieties.

12



FINEI\"ESS AND MATURITY

Micronaire value is referred to evaluate fineness of cotton and its suitability for spinning
particular count of yam. The value is a combined result of fineness and maturity of cotton
fibers, it cannot be interpreted, p"'perty for ascertaining its spinning value. This value
should be taken in conjunction with standard value of calibrated cotton value.

The following table will explain that micronaire value goes up along with maturity but
declines with thickness of fibers. An Egyptian variety of cotton, three samples of High
maturity. Low maturity and medium maturity were taken and testcd. Test results are
givcn below in table 1,5

iMat-;;-~'ity=-jHigh

iMcdium

:Low

:Micronaire

:4.3
'40,
13.9

iPerimeter

152.9
154.4
154.7

IMaturity

185.1
180.1
179.3

IMaturity Ratio

p.02

10.96

:0.95

Table 1.5 Maturity of fibers

Here, Micronaire Value of 4,3 is higher than 3.9 oflow maturity COlton. Greek cotton
"as tested and rcsults are gIven below in table 1,6

iHigh
iMedium

~~,

]3.8
[3.5
i3.2

157,0
154.9
155.2

!75,1
i70.7
165.8

10.88
10.84
10.80

Table 1.6 Micronaire Value (Greek Value)

Micronaire Value ofJ.8 is highcr than 3.2 oflow maturity COlton. American Callan was
tested and results are as follows in table 1.7

~-lig-h---Ci4C.I-----'IC647.4~----'IC75C9~----10.87

[i:kdium -13.4 ]62.1 168.0 10.80

ILow 12.7 [59.8 156,1 10,67

Tablr 1.7 Micronaire Value (American Value)
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II is esscnliallo know what Micronaire value is good for each variety of cotton,
Micronaire value is good for each variety of cotton is given below table 1,8

IO"O,C,C,C,""CyCR",C,c"cc-------~IC~'"'~"~'~"~'~""."'======::I
11.00 and above jVeryMature
10.95 - LO IAbove Average
10.85 0.95 IMature
10.80 - 0,85 IBeiow Average
jLess lhan 0,80 jrmmature

Table 1.8 Micronaire \alue is good for each variety of cotton

COTTOl\ GRADE

Cotton grade is determined by evaluating colour, leaf and ginning preparatIOn. Higher
grade cottons provide better yam appearance and reduced process waste.

Colour is determined by using Nickerson-Hunter Calorimeter, This gives values Rd
(Light Or Dark) and +b (Yellowness).

American upland cottons are classified according to grades as given as below m table 1.9

'\'HITE COLOUR

!S.NO-1GRADE ISYMBOL ICODE
,-, --~GOOD MIDDLING IGM 111
12 :STRfCT MIDDLING ISM ;21!j---IMlDDLING 1M 131:4 !STRiCT LOW MIDDLING !SLM j41
'5 ;LOW MIDDLING IL" lSi:'6--,STRICT GOOD ORDINARY ISGO '"---~ ,
,7 ,GOOD ORDINARY IGO

171
~ ,BELOW GRADE I

Table 1.9 Colour grade
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1.3.2 CHOOSING QUALITY

h is beller if quality bench marks are established for different varieties so that buying
decisions are easy for buyers following standards have been found to be appropriate for
Strict Middling Grade cotton of staple 1.3/32".

I. Staple Length (2.5% Spun Length) - Minimum 1.08" or 27.4 mm
2. Micronaire: Minimum 3.8, Maximum.4.6 Variation within bulk sample should

not be more than 0, I
J. Colour: Rd not less than 75 not more than 10
4, Nep Content: Less than 150 per gram
5. Strength: More than 30 grams/tex
6. Length Uniformity Ratio: Not less than 85%
7. Elongation: More than 8%

Commercial benchmarks can be given as follows:

I. Price Competitiveness
2. Price Stability
J. Easy Availability throughout year
4. Uniform Classing and Grading system
5. Even- running cotton in all Characteristics
6. Reliable deliveries OrRespect for sanctity of contract.

Characteristics co-rc!ation to yam is given bc!ow in table 2.0

IQUALITY EVALUATIO]'l; ICHARACTERISTICS C()..RELA TIO:"! TO
YARI\'

11. Staple Length ISpinning Potential
12.Fibers Strength IYam strength, less Breakages
13.Fineness I Finer Spinning Potential
:4. Maturity !Yam Strength and even ness, betler dyeing
15.Uniformity Ratio IBelter productivity and Evenness
[6, Elongation jLess end Breakages
17. Ctass :Yam Appearance
Ii-Grey Value [Yam luster
i9.Yellov.-ness jYam Appearance
ilO,Neppiness IYam neppiness
c
'I . 18.5%moisture content optimum for spinning atp .MOIsture Content

:65%

Table 2.0 Characteristics co-relation 10yam
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1.4 APPLICATIO]'I,

The major end-uses ofcoUon include:

• Apparel- in a wide range of wearing apparel: blouses, shirts, dresses, children.
wear, active wear, separates, swimwear, suits, jackets, skirts, pants, sweaters,
hosiery, neckwear.

• Home fashion - curtains, draperies, bedspreads, comforters, throws, sheets,
towels, table cloths, table mals, napkins

• Medical and cosmetic applications - bandages, wound plasters
• Technical applications-

White colton articles should be washed in the washing machine at 60° C, whilst colored
cloths, especially if dark, should be washed at lower temperatures. Normally it should be
ironed On the right side. Dark articles should be first ironed on the inside and then Onthe
outside, with a cloth, to avoid that the heat of the iron shine the cloth. White articles can
be starched to give morc consistency to the c10tb and avoid it creasing easily.

1.5 MAJOR PARAMETERS Ill.' YARN PROCESSING

Padma textile mills ltd (PTML) major yarn manufacturer for export-oriented industries.
PTML has to be very serious On the quality of its yarn. Presently the mill controls the
process parameter accordmg to the manufacturer suggestion or by the experience gained
by the operating personnel. It is strongly felt that the yarn quality Can be improved by the
process parameters thorough scientific observation like factorial experiments. There are
three se<:tions herc back section, ring section and finishing section. Mainly three process
parameters are considered in back section. They are carding delivery speed, cylinder
speed and flat speed. Two parameters are identified in ring section; they are ring speed
and twist per inch. In finishing section, only the winding speed is considered as a process
parameter.

The quality output parameters in the back section are sliver neps, sliver length,
unevenness of mass, co-efficient of variation of mass, relevant count. Among them sliver
neps is the most important quality parameter. Therefore, in this study only the sliver neps
is considered as output parameter for factorial analysis. The quality output parameters in
the ring s~'Ctionare yam ncps, yam count, tenacity and elongation ,unevenncss of mass,
co- efficient of variation of mass, thick place, hairiness. Among them, yam neps is the
most important quality parameter. Therefore, in the study the yam neps is considered as
an (mtput parameter. The quality output parameter in the finishing section is yam ncps,
yam shon cut, long cut, thick cut, tenacity and elongation. Only the yarn ncps is the
most important quality parameter. $0, in this study yam neps is considered as an output
quality parameter for factorial analysis.
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l.7 AIMS At'lD OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Productivity is affected by the operating parameters, machine availability, raw material
condition, weather, operator's alertness etc. Experiment may be conducted by controlling
input level of the parameter to optimize the yam quality. Some selected signilicant
parameter of Carding, Ring Frame and Winding Were varied while all other factors 'Were
kept constant. Following design of experiment methodology.

The spc<:ilic objectives of the study are as follows:

a) To study the acq uisitioll process of the yarn manufacturing.
b) To idcnti fy the significant process parameter,
c) To evaluate the optimum ihputlevel of the parameters.
d) To determine the main and interactive effcct on the input parameters on the yam

quality by design of Experiment.

1.8 ORIE1\TATION OF THE THESIS

In the introductory chapter of cotton and yam quality co-relation, cotton quality
specifications, choosing quality, major parameter in yam processing, onentation of the
thesis, aims and objectives of the study.

The second chapt~'r "Background study and literature search" contains introduction,
processing of yam and manufacturer's target, design of experiment, advantage of
factorial design and application of factorial design.

In third chapter "State-of-art technology of yam manulactming" brief description of
technology used in yam manufacturing is described. This chapter consists of the
description of SOme major yam processing machines as well as their operating and
production process.

The fourth chapter titled" Experimental procedure and data collection" consists of
planning of experiments, procedure of experiment, screening of data, randomization,
specification etc.

The fifth chapter analysis and observation of experiments arc described. This chapter
consists of main and int~'ractive effc<:tof different factors, observation of experiments,
effect of result on yam quality etc.

Finally, in the last sixth chapter results and conclusions found from experiments are
described. Recommendations for future works are also mentioned in this chapter.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND STliDY AND LITERATURE SEARCH

2.1INTRODUCTIO]'I,

Industry has become increasingly aware of the importance of quality. It is being used as a
bu,iness strategy to increase market share. Organization is achieving world class quality
by using design of experiments. Therefore every company wants to lower the cost,
improve quality and become more responsive to customers.

The Textile industries are among the most competitive in the world, driven as they
are by the pressures of global supply lower price and improve quality. Meeting
global standards is difficult due differences in operating practices in different countries.
Their specification go behmd the measurement, and define how process should be
essential to optimizing the quality. The textile manufacturers improve the quality by
maintaining of their different parameter in the manufacturing process. The organization
culture can motivates and enables the worker to do what is necessary to deliver quality
service,

2.2 PROCESSING OF YARN AND MANliF ACTliRER'S TARGET

In yam manufacturing industry, the quality yam produced is important. Therefore every
company wants to lower the price, optimize the quality and become more re,ponsive to
Customers.

There are varieties of application of optimizing technique. These techniques are helpful
in sustaining in busincss. keeping the production price stable in the situation of
increasing fixed cost, raw material cost, labor cost, taxes etc. Moreover, through these
tcchniques it is possible to maintain feasible price rate of product for customer. Thus it
checks consumer's grievances due to price rise and maintains customer satisfaction.

In the production line of an industrial organization it is always a maner of concern to
determine the proeess variables which affect the certain areas of interest (popularly
known as response). A logical next step is to optimize, that is to determine the region in
the imponant factors that leads to the best possible outcome, also termed as response in
the design of experiment For example, if the response is yield, it would look for a region
of maximum yield. Whereas if the response is the variability in a critical product
dimension, it would seek a region of minimum variability.
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2.3 CO.\fMON METHODS OF OPTIMIZATION

There are many methods used to optimize the output and profit These are linear
programming, factorial design, response surface desi!,'l1,nested or hierarchical deign etc,
Brief description of these design methods is given below:

a) Linear programming: In this method the objective function is determined in the
fOTmof a linear equation. The constrains to achieve this objective function arc
also expressed in fOTmof algebraic equation. Optimizing can be achieved by
solving these equations manually Orwith computer software.

b) Factorial desigR: factorial design involves the sllldy of effects of two Or more
factors. It is one of the most efficient methods, it means that in each complete trial
or replication of the experiment all possible combinations of the levels of the
factors inve,ted. For example, if there are' a ' level of factors A and 'b' levels of
factor B, then each replicate contains all 'ab' treatment combinations. When
factors are arranged in a factorial design, they are said to be crossed.

c) Response surface design: Respon,e surface methodology (RSM) is a collection
of mathematical and statically technique, that are useful for modeling and
analysis of problems in which response of interest is influenced by several
variations and the objective is to optimize this response.

2.4 DESIGN OF EXPERIME]'I,T

Experiments are perfoTmed by investigations in virtually all fields of inquiry, usually to
discover something about a particular process or system. A deigned experiment is a test
or series of tests in which purposeful changes are made to the input variables of a process
Or system so,that we may observe and identify the reasons for changes in the output
response.
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CunlcoUable

Inputs Process

Unconlrollable

Out puts

Fig2.1: General model of a proce8S or system

The process or system can be represented bylhe model shown in fig: 2,I.We can usually
visualize the process a5 a combination of machines, methods, people and other resources
that transform SOme input (often a material) into an QUlplit that has one Of mOre
observable responses. Some of the process variables are controllable, whereas other
variables are uncontrollable (though they may be controllable for purposes of a test). The
objective of a process is to optimize output by considering all controllable and
uncontrollable variables as much as possible.

Factorial design methods have found broad application in many disciplines. In facl, we
may view experimentation as part of the scientific process and as one of the ••...ays we
learn about how system or processes work. Generally, we learn through a series of
activities in which we make conjectures about a process, perform experiments 10generate
data from the process, and then use the informallon ITomthe experiment to establish new
conjectures which lead to new experiments, and so on,

Experimental design is a critically important tool in the engineering world for Improving
the performance of a manufacturing process, 11also has extensive application in the
development of new process. The application of experimental design technique early in
process development can result in the following:

a) Improving process yield
b) Reduced variability and closer confonnance to nominal Or target requirement
c) Reduced development time.
d) Reduce overall costs.
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Experiment design methods aho playa major role in engineering design activities, whcre
new products are developed and existing ones improved. Some applications of
experimental design in engineering design include

a) Evaluation and comparison of basic design configuration.
b) Evaluation of material alterations.
c) Selection of design parameters that the product will work well under a wide

variety of field conditions, thaI is, so that the product is robust,
d) Determination of key product design parameters that impact pmduct performance.

The use of experimental deign in these areas Can result in products that are easier to
manufacturer, product that have. enhanced field performance and reliability, lower
product cost and shorter product design and develop time.

2.5 ADVANTAGE OF FACTORIAL DESTC)!

Faclorial designs have the several advantages. They are more efficient than one factor at
a time experiments. Furthermore, a factorial design is necessary when interaction may be
prescnt to avoid mislcading conclusions. Finally a factorial designs allow the effects of a
factor to be established at several levels of the other factors, yielding conclusions that are
valid OWr a range of experimental conditions. Relative efficiency of a factorial design to
one at a time experiments is shown in fig.2.2

8,42

~3: j.i 3
:E 2.5 j• 2
~ 1.5

'; 1

& O.~j~ _
o

Numb&r of factors

Fig2.2: Relative efficiency of factorial design to a one factor at a time experiments (two
factor levels)
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The ad,antage of factorial deign can be casily illustrated. Suppose we have factors A and
B, each at two levels. Denote the levels of the factors by A" Al. BI, Bl Information on
both factors could be obtained by varying the factors one at a time. The effect of
changing factor A is given by Al BI, - AlBL. Since experimental errors are present, it is
desirablc to take two observation, say, at each treatment combination and estimale the
effect of the factors using average response. Thus, a tOlal of six observations are required.

One factor al a time methods

Factor B

B,B, -
A, B, A, B,
A) BI Nil

Factor A

Figure; 2.3 One factor at a time method

If a factorial cxperimenl had been performed, an additional treatmenl combination, AzBl,
would have taken. Now, using just four observalions, two estimates of the A effect Can be
made: A2B, - A,BL and A2 B) - A,B2. Similarly, 11"0 estimates of the b effect can be
made. These two estimates of each main efIecl could be ave11lged to produce average
main effecls that are just as precise as those from the single faelOr experiment., but only
four lotal observalions are required and we would say that the relalive efficiency of the
factorial design to lhe one-factor-at-a-time experiment is 6/4 = 1.5 .Generally, this
relative efficiency will increase as the number of faclors increases.

No" suppose, inlCTIlctionis present. If the one-faetor-at_a_time design indicated that
AiBZ and A2B, gave better response than A2B,. a logical conclusion WOuldbe lhat A,Bl
would be belter. However, if interaction is nol present, this conclusion may be seriously
10 error.

2.6 APPLICA TIO:"( OF FACTORIAL DESIGN

There are various parameters in a process industry and 10optimize lhe process; lhe study
of the efIecls of two or more faclors is needed. Faelorial design is One of the most
efficient convenient methods for this lype of experiment. Factorial design means thai in
each complete trial or replication of the experiment all possible combinations of the
levels of the factors are investigated. For example, if there are 'a' levels of faClOrA and
'b' levels of faclor 8, Ihen each replicale contains all 'ab' treatment combinations.
\l.'hcn factors arc arranged in a faclorial design, they are said to be crossed.



The effect of a factor is defined to be the change in response produced by change in the
level of the factor. This is frequently called a main effect because it refers to the primary
factors of interest in the experiment, In some experiment, we find that the difference in
response between the levels of One factor is not the same at alllcve1s of the other factors.
When this occurs, there is an intemciion between the factors..

Factor B

AI'BI AI B2
20 30

A, B, A2 BI
40 52

Factor A AI
B, B,

Figure: 2.4 factorial experiments (a)

Consider the above data of experiment The main effect offactor A could be through of
as the difference between the average response at the first level of A and the average
response at the second level of A. Numerically, this is

That is , increase factor a from level I to level 2 causes an average response increase
Df21 units. Similarly, the main effect DfB is

B = (A] B,+ A,B,) 12- (AI 81+ A,81 ) 12 = (30+52)12 _ (20+40)/2 = I I

If the factors appear at mO,e than two levels, the above procedure must be modified since
there are many ways to express the differences between the average responses,

In some experiments, we may find that the difference in response between the levels of
one factor is not the same at the other entire factor, When this occurs, there is an
interaction between the factors, For example, consider the data below.
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Factor B

B ,
AI 8, AI Bl
20 40

A, Bt Al Bl
50 11

Factor A A,

Figure: 2.5 factorial experiments (b)

At the first level offaetor B, the A effect is A=A1Bt-A,B, =50.20=30

And at the second level of factor B, the effect is

Since the effe<;tof a depends on the level chosen for factor b, ••••.e see there is interaction
bel\veen A and B.

'"
t=

5,1
~• 40• 1-:-"'10

8. 30
~ !~:~"'••• "W_

o I , ,
Faclor A

Figure 2.6: No interaction present between the factors of experiments (a)
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There idea may be illustrated graphically. Figure2,6 plots the response data of
experiments (a) of figure 2.4 against factor A for both levels of factor B. Notc that the
BI and B2 lines are approximately parallel, indicating a lack of interaction between
factor A and B. figure 2.7 plots the response data of experiment (b) of figure 2.5 .Here
we see that B I and B2 lines are not parallel. this indieatc an interaction between factors
A and B. Graphs such as there are frequently very useful in interpreting significant
interactions and in reporting results to nonstatistically trained management. However,
they should not be utilized as the sole technique of data analysis be<::ause thcir
intcrpretation is subje<::tiveand their appcarance is often misleading.

60 I
•• 50 I.,,~[ "f.f 20 20 -+- B2

'0 ..10
o -----~------ 0,

Factor A

,

Figure 2.7: Strong interaction present betv.:een the fador5 of experiment (b)

Note that when an interaction ids large, the corresponding main eft<.>ctshave been little
practical meaning ,For the data of se<::ondexperiment, we .•...ould estimate the main effect
ofAtobe

A = (A2B,+AJB2)/2- (A,B,+AiBl)12 = (50+12)12-(20+40)/2 = 1

Which is very small, and we are tempted to conclude that there is no effe<::tdue to A.
However, when we examine the effects of A at different levels of factor B i.e. see that
this is not the case. Factor A has an effect, but it depends on the level of factor B. That is,
knowledge of the AS interaction is more useful than knowledge of the main cffect, A
significant interaction will often mask the significant of main effects. This is clearly
indicated by the data of second experiment. In the presence of significant interaction, the
experiment must usually examine the levels of One factor, say A, with levels of the other
factors fixed to draw conclusions about the main effect of A.
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2.7 TAGUCHI'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO F,XPERIMENTTAL DESIGl', Al',D
QUALITY F:NGI;"iEERING

Oe,ign of experiment i5 used for product and proce5S improvement. One important goal
of quality improvement i5 to desib'Il quality into every product and process that build
them. Statistically desIgn of experiment5 are a major element of this activity.

Professor Taguchi advocates a philosophy of quality engineering that IS broadly
applieable. His philosophy is based on three stages in a process.
These are:

y System deign
,. Parameter design
,. Tolerance design.

Unfortunately, the principles of experimental design (and statistically methods in general)
have not been as widely used in the West as in Japan. Japanese engineers have had much
greater exposure to these concepts and consequently, experimental design methods have
become more of an engineering tool in Japan than they have in the United States.
Taguehi methods have been adopted by many leading Japanese companies. One of these
is Nippon Deno. The company conducts 2,500 Taguchi experiments each year, probably
more than the total of 0.0.£ experiments ofal! kinds in the entire United States .Recently
AT & T, Ford. Xerox, I.T.T, United technologies have started to use the orthogonal array
approach. In the early 1980s Professor Gcnechi Taguehi introduced his approach to using
experimental design for

;;;. Design products or process so that they are robust 10environmental conditions.
:;;. Designing/developing products 50 that they are robust to component variation
> Minimizing variation around a target value.

The philosophy that Taguehi recommends is sound and should be included in improving
quality of any process. However, he has advocated some novel methods of statistically
data analysis and some approaches to the design of experiments that are complicated.
in,uffieient and sometimes inefficient. 11 is possible to combine his sound engineering
concepts to more efficient and effective experimental design and statistical data analysis
methods.

2.8 QUALITY ACHIEVING TECHl\'IQUES

There are three technique, for achieving quality -the traditional approach. SPC and the
design of experiment (DOE). The traditional quality control consists of ineffective
methods such as brute-force inspection, delegation of quality control responsibility to a
detached quality control departmenl and even 5ampling plans.
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Statistically process control (SPC) is a popular quality cotltrol tool. It is used to prevent
defective work being produced by focusing on Ihe producing process rather than on the
final product. I! is superior to sampling inspection plans whose only aim is to trap the
defects after they have been produced a feature which makes this types of quality control
an appraisal procedure ralher than a quality improvement effort. It provides the operator
with an opportunity of correction or' appropriate lUning the production process in time to
avoid whole batches being rejected later. It is also encourages continual process
improvement, with this improvement being reflected in the product as well as in the
production equipment. I! helps 10 avoid unnecessary blame and recrimination by
assib'Ylingthe appropriate responsibilities to the appropriate people. SPC is a step forward
in the evolution of quality control system but, in term of effort concentration, it is
actually a step backwards from full inspectiotl of the final product process. Furthermore,
SPC cannot provide success in case of major problem in machine setting. 11 is only
monitor if the process in within tolerance or specification limit. Blit there may be major
defect in machine setting. These major problems cannot be removed or detecled by SPC.
In this case DOE tools arc more effective.

The cenlral thrust and secret weapon, on Japanese quality is its widespread use of design
of experiment (DOE). The objective of DOE is to discover key variables in product and
process design, to drastically reduce the variation Ihey cause, and to open up the tolerance
on the lesser variables so as to reduce costs. Relation behveen SPC and DOE is presented
below in table 2.1

PROPERTY SPC DOE
L Function Monitor if the process " Solve major problem in

with in the process design
tolerance! specification
limit

2. Process t , On line rocess Offline roccss
3. Uses Used 10control a process Used to design a process or, roduct.,Typical uses Universal quality control Universal qualily control

tool 1001
5. """hen to use All times Atltimes
6.Anal SIS Anal e data Anal ze data
7.Cosl Required low cost. Easier and mOre cost

effeclive than SPC

Table 2.1 Difference between SPC and DOE
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Chapter-3

STATE -OF - THE ART TECHNOLOGY OF YARN MANUFACTURING

3.1INTRODUCTIO:'\l:

BEXIMCO, a leading group of industries installed lis spinning mill, Padma Textile Mills
Lid. 10meet yam requiremcnt ofBexim,o Textile Ltd., Beximeo Knitting Lid. Beximeo
Denim Ltd. and to sell to other cxport oriented textilc industries,

Manufacturing Products

1. Produdng 100"10 export oriented spun yam.
2, Manufacturing 100% cotton, Polyester yarn and several blends with polyester,
viscose & Ten,e1.
J. Manufacluring diversified spun yam hke Polyester core yam, Lycra core yarn &
Fan,y{Slub) yam.

3.2 MANUFACTURING PROCESS;

Padma Textile Mills Lid (PTML) major yam manufa,turer for export.oriented industries.
PTML has to be very serious on the quality of its yam. Presently the mill ,ontrols lhe
process parameter according to the manufaaurer suggestion or by the experience gained
by the operating personnel. It is strongly felt that the yam quality Can be improved by the
process parameters thorough scienlific observalion like factorial experiments. There are
three sections here back seclion, ring section and finishing section. Mainly lhree process
parameter are considered in back seclion. They are carding delivery speed, cylinder speed
and f1al speed. Two parameters are identified in ring seclion, they are ring speed and ring
twist per inch. In finishing seelion, only the ".inding speed is considered as a process
parameter.

3.2.1 PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM:

There are two types flow diagram. They are

I) Karded Yam
2) Combed Yam
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Spinning process (Karded) flow diagram is given blow in figure 3.1

Winding
D'•,.t" ,

Carding

Ring Spinning•

Blnw Room

Fig 3.1 Spinning Process (Karded) Flow

Spinning process (Combed) flow diagram is given blow in figure 3.2

Rinll Spinnin::

L.lp J urming

Fig 3.2 Spinning Process (Combed) Flow
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Thcre ~re m~ny t)'Pe of machineries used during yam manuf~cturing proeess. The
enlire machines are shown below in figure 3.3

•

to CIlII{'r

Un.\\" Fnllll{,

Ring "'nullC'

F1g J.J DiITaenllypes ofproecss machinery.

BLOW ROO:\I

J.2.2 'i""TRODUCTIO:'1:

The machincs ~rc arranged according 10 thc IcardproeC'55&: combed proecss flow.
Machine description and function 'rc given below.
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Basic operation, in the blow room: opening

1. cleaning
2. mixing or blending
3, micro dust removal
4. uniform feed to the cardmg machine
5. Recycling the waste

A blow room installation consists of a sequence of different machines to carry out the
ahove said operations. The tuft size of cotton bewrnes smaller and smaller, the required
intensities of processing necessitates different machine configumliOIl. The blow room
machme!)' is shown ill fig.3.4

Double roll
Cleaner

Fig 3.4 Blow room machinery



TECHI'WLOGICAL POINTS 11\.BLOWROOM

.opening in blow room means opening into small flocks. Technological operation of
opening means the volume of the flock is increased while the number of fibres remains
constant i.e. the specific density of the material is reduced .
•The larger the dirt particle, the better they can be removed .
• Cleaning is made more difficult if the impurities of dirty cotton are distributed through
a larger quantity of material by mixing ••.•.ith clean cotton .
• If eOllon is opened well in the opening process, cleaning becomes easier because opened
collon has more surface area, therefore deaning is more efficient.
.If automatic bale opener is used, the tuft size should be as small as possible and the
machine stop time should be reduced to the minimum level possible
.Oue to machine harvesting, cotton contains more and more impurities, which
furthermore are shattered by hard ginning. Therefore cleaning is always an imponant
baSICoperation .
• Traditional methods use mOrenumber of machines to open and clean natural fibres .
• Mechanical action on fibres causes s()me deterioration Onyam quality, particularly in
terms of ncps. Moreover it is true that the staple length of cotton Can be significantly
short~ned .
• Air streams are often used in the latest machine sequence, to separate fibres from trash
particles by buoyancy differences rather than beating the material against a series of grid
• General factors which affect the degree of opening, cleaning and fibre loss are given
blo ••••.

I. fiber alignment
2, Si7e of the flocks in the feed.
3. the lype of opening device
4. speed of the opening device
5, type of feed (loose or damped)
6. distance between feed and opening device
7. speeds of the opening devices
8, throughput speed of material
9. airflow through the grid
10. condition of pre-opening
11. quantity of material processed
12. position of the machine in the machine sequence
13. feedmg quantity variation to the beater
14, ambient R.H.%
t5. ambient temperature
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MIXING

3.2.3 MIXlc-.:C (COTION)

COlloOis a hygros,opi, material, hen,e it easily adapts to the atmospheri, air-conditions,
Air temperature inside the mixing and blow room area should be more than 25 degrec
,entigrade and the relative humidity(RH%) sh"uld be around 45 to 60 %, because high
moisture in the fibre leads to poor cleaning and dryness in the fibre leads to fibre
damages which ullimately reduces the spin ability of cotton.

Cotton is a natural fibre. The following properties vary very much between bales
(between fibrcs) fibre micronaire fibrc length, fibre strength, fibre color, fibre maturity,
fibre micronairc, color, maturity 'and the origin of growth results in dye absorption
variation. There fore it is a good practice to check the maturity, color and micronaire of
all the bales and to maintain the following to avoid dye pick up variation and barre the
finished fabric.

BALE MANAGEMENT:

In a particular lot

• Micronaire range of the cotton bales used should be same for all the mixings of a
lot.

• Micronaire average of the cotton bales used should be same for all the mixings of
a 101.

• Range of color of collon bales used should be same for all thc mixings of a lot.
• Average of color of cotton bales used ,hould be ,ame for all the mixing; of a lot.
• Range of maturity coefficient of cotton bales used should be same for all mlxings
of a lot.

• Average of maturity coefficient of Callan bales used should be same for all
mixings ofa lot.

• Mixing is the best way of doing the mIxing comparcd to using
automatic bale openers which picks up the material from 40 to 70 bales depending
On the length of the machine and bale size, provided stack mixing is done
perfectly. Improper stack mixing will lead to barre Or shade variation problem.
Stack mixing wilh bale opener takes Care of short term blending and tw" mixers
in series tak~s care of long term blending.
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The raw COllonis shown below in fig3.5

Fig3.5 Raw Cotton

CARDIl\G

J.J INTRODUCTIO.'l

"Card is the heart of the spinning mill" and "Well carded is half spun" are tv..oproverbs
of the experts_ These proverbs infonn the immense significance of carding in the spirming
process_ I ligh production in carding to economize the process lead, to reduction in yam
qllahty. Higher the production, the more sensitive becomes the carding operation and the
greater danger of a ncgati'-e influence Onquality. Carding machine is shown in fig3_6



Tuft Feeder Chut feed Cards

Trutzschler
DK903

Fig3.6 Carding machine

FUNCTION OF CARDING:

1) Opening 2) Cleaning 3)Delivery sliver

THE PURPOSE OF CARDI;'I;G:

I. Cleaning or elimination of impurities
2. ReductIOn ofneps
3. Ehmination of dust
4. Eliminat;on of short fibres
5, Fibre blending
6, Fibre orientation Oralignment
7. Shver fonnation
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PROCESS PARAMETERS 11'1.CARDING

Carding is the most important process in spinning. It contributes a lot to the yam quality.
The following process parameters and specifications are to be selected properly to
produce a good quality yam with a lower manufac(uring cost.

CYLI;";OER SPEED

Cylinder wire se1cctlOn is very important, it depends upon cylinder speed ,the raw
material (0 be processed and the production rate, The following characteris(i~s of cylinder
~peed should be considered,

• Higher cylinder speed helps fibre transfer. Higher the production, higher should
be the cylinder speed.

o Higher cylinder speed improves carding action, thereby imperfections are
reduced.

• Cylinder wire front angle depends on mainly cylinder speed and coeftlcient of
friction of raw materia!. Higher the cylinder speed, lower the angle for a given
fibre. The cylinder speed in tum depends upon the production ra(e.

• HIgher production means more "orking space for the fibre is required. It is the
wire (hat keeps thc fibre under its innuence during carding operation. Therefore
the space within the wire should also be more for higher production. Higher
cylinder speeds also increase the space for the fibre, Therefore higher cylinder
speed is required for higher production.

• lhgher the cylinder speed, higher the centrifugal force created by the eylinder,
lhis tries to ejectlhe fibre from the cylinder, along with the trash. It is the cylinder
wire's front angle "hich overcomes the effecl of this force. Low front angle with
too low cylinder speed and with high frictional force wilt result in bad quality,
because the fibre transfer from cylinder to doff~'1"will be less. Hence recycling of
fibres will take place, which resull in more neps and entanglements.

DELIVERY SPEED A;";DFLAT SPEED:

• The sening between cylinder and doffer is (he closest selling in the card. This
sClling mainly depends upon the cyhnder speed, hank of the delivery speed of
sliver and the type of wire. Cylinder speed up to 360, the selling should bc
O.lmm. For cylinder speeds more (han 450, the selling ranges from 0,125 to 0.15.

o Higher flat speed improves yam quality and at the same time increases the nat
was(e.

• Wilh the same flat spced, higher the carding production, lower the flat waste and
VICe-Versa.

• The most cri(ical selling in a carding machine is between cylinders and flat speed.
While processing conon, it can be as close as 0.175 mm provided the mechanical
accuracy of flat speed is good.
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• Closer the setting between cylinder and flats, better the yam quality, Neps are
directly affected by this setting. Of course, very close selling increase the flat
speed.

• These stationary flats open the material so that, the setting between cylinder and
flats can be as close as possible.

• For cotton processing, the stationary flats are fixed with a knife attachment. The
setting should be as close as possible, i.e. around O.15mm. This helps to remove
lhe lrash particles of very small size.

• The setting belween cylinder and cylinder under casing should be as per the
manufacturer's recommendation, The design of under casing is different for
different mallufaeturers. This setting is very important, as wrong settings will
affectlhe fibre transfer and can also create air turbulence.

3.4 LAP FORMER & COBBER:

The function of lap former is to makc cotton lap from doubling of slivers for combing,
Comber extracts the short fibers to make a clean sh~er with mOrCparallel longer fibers.
The lap former & comber are shown below in fig 3.7

Fig3.7 Lap former & Comber

3', SI:\IPLEX: The functions of simplex are drafting and twisled roving formation. The
simplex figure is sho",n below in fig 3.8
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Fig 3.8 Simplex machine

R1l\G FRAME

3.6 L"TRODVCTlOi\:

The ring spinning will continue to be the most widely used form of spinning m~chine in
the near future, because it exhibits significant advantages in comparison with the new
spinning processes. Following are the ad'-antagcs ofring spinning frame

• It is universal applicable, i.e, any material can be spun to any required count
• It deliver, a material with optimum characteristics, especially with regard to

structure and strength.
• the know.how is well established and accessible for everyone

Fig 3.9 Ring frame

FliNCTlO;o.; OF RI1\G FRA.'\IE

• 10draft the rO, ing untillhe required fineness is achieved
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• to impart strength to the fibre, by inserting twist
• to wind up the twisted strand (yam) in a form suitable for storage, transportation

and further processing.

DRAFTING

• Drafting arrangement is the most important part of the machine. II influences mainly
evenness and strength.
The following points are therefore very important

• drafting type
• design of drafting system
• drafting settings
• selection of drafting elements like cots, apron, traveller etc
• choice of appropriate draft
• service and maintenance

• Drafting arrangement influence the economics of the machine _ directly by affecting
the end break rate and indirectly by the maximum draft pOSSIble.
• If highcr drafts can be used with a drafting arrangement, then COarser roving can be
used as a feeding material. This results in higher production rate at the roving frame and
thus reducing the number roving machines required, space, personnel and so on .
• In fact increase in draft affects the yarn quality beyond certain hmit. V\"ithinthe limit
some studies show that increase in draft improves yam quality. The following draft limits
have been established for practical operation:

• carded cotton- up to 35
• carded blends - up to 40
• combed cotton and blcnds(medium counts) _ up to 40
• combed COllonand blends(fine counts) - up to 45
• s)'l1thetic fibres - up to 50

• The break draft must be adapted to the total draft in each ease since the main draft
should not exceed 25 to 30. It should be noted thai higher the break draft, more critical is
the break draft setting
• The front top roller is set slightly forward by a distance of 2 to 4mm relative to the
front bOllom roller, while the middle lop roller is arranged a short distance of 2mm
behind the middle bottom roller .
• Overhang of the front top roller gives smooth running of the lap rollers and shortens
the spinning triangle. This has a correspondingly favorable influence On the end break
rate .
• Rubber cols with hardness less than 60 degrees shore are normally unsuitable because
they Can not recover from the deformation caused by the pressure on the top roller while
running.
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• Soft rubber cots for top rollers have a greater area of contact, enclose the fibre strand
mOre completely and therefore provide belter guidance for the fibres. However softer cots
Wearout significantly faster and tend to form more laps .
• !\'ormally harder rubber cots arc used for back top rollers, because the roving which
enters the back roller is compact, lillIe twisted and it does not require any additional
guidance for beller fibre control.
• In the front top roller, only few fibres remain in the strand and these exhibit a tendency
to slide apart. Additional fibre guidance is therefore necessary, Therefore rubber cots
II ith hardness levels of the order 80 degrees
to 85 degrees shore are mostly used at the back roller and 63 degrees and 65 degrees at
the front roller.
• If Cllarse yams and synthetic yams arc being spun, harder rubber cots are used at the
front roller because of increased Wearand in the case of synthetic yams to reduce lapnps_
• Three kinds of top roller weighting(loading) are presently in use

• spring loading
• pnenmatic loading
• magnetic weighting

• With pneumatic loading system, the total pressure applied to all top rollers is obtained
by simple adjustment of the pressure ill the hose using pressure reducing valve. Moreover
the rubber cots will not get deformed if the machine is stopped for a longer duration,
because the pressure on top rollers Canbe released to the minimum level.
• The fibre strand in the main drafting field consists of only a few remaining fibres. There
is hardly any mction field and fibre guidance provided by the rollers alone is inadequate.
Special fibre guiding devices arc therefore needed to carry out a satisfactory drafting
operation. Double apron drafting arrangements with longer bottom aprons is the most
widely used guiding system in all the modem ring frames .
• In double apron drafting system two revolving aprons driven by the middle rollers form
a fibre guiding assembly. In order to be able to guide the fibres, the upper apron must be
pressed with controlled force against the lower apron. For this purpose, a controlled
spacing (exit opening), precisely adapted to the fibre volume is needed between the ru-'o
aprons at the delivery. This spacing is set by "spacer" or "distance clips".
Long bottom aprons have the advantage in comparison with short ones that thcy can bc
easily replaced in the event of damage and therc is less danger of choking with fluff .
• Spindles and their drive have a great influence Onpower consumption and noise level in
the machine The running characteristics of a spindle, especially imbalance and
eccentricity relative to the ring flangc, also affect yarn quality and of course the number
of end breakage. Almost all yam parameters arc affected by poorly running spindles.
Hence it should be ensured that the centering of the spindles relative to the rings is as
accurate as possible. Since the ring and spindle form independent units and are able to
shift relative to each other in operation, these tv,-oparts must be re-centered from time to
time, Previously, this was done by shilling the spindle relative to the ring, but now it is
usually carried out by adjusting the ring.
• In comparison with tangential belt drive, the 4-spindle drive has the advantages of
lower noise level and energy consumption, and tap"" are easier to replace.
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• Lappet guide performs the same sequence of movements as the ring rail, but with a
shorter stroke, this movement of the guide ensures that differences in the balloon height
caused by changes in the ring rail positions do not become too large. This helps to control
the yam tension variation with in control, so that ends down rate and yam characteristics
are under control.
o Spindles used today are relatively long. The spacing between the ring and the thread
guide is correspondingly long, thus giving a high balloon. This has two negative
influence

• A high balloon results in large bobbin diameter leading to space problems
• Larger the balloon diameter, higher the air drag On the yam. This intern causes

increased deformation
of the balloon CUI"\'e out of ihe plane intersecting the spindle axis. This
deformation can Icad to balloon stability,
there is increase danger of collapsa.

Both these disadvantages result in higher yam tension, thereby higher end breaks. In
order to avoid this, balloon control rings ara used. 11divides the balloon into two smaller
sub-balloons. Inspire of its large overall height, the double-balloon created in this way is
thoroughly stable even at relatively low yam tcnsion.
o Balloon control rings therefore help to run the machine with long spindles(longer hft)
and at high spindle specd, but with lower yarn tension. Since thc yam rubs against the
control ring, it may cause roughening o[the yam.
o Most ends down arise [rom breaks in the spinning triangle, because very high forces
arc e~erted On a strand consisting offibrcs which have not yet been fully bound together
in the spinning triangle.

WI~DI]'I,"G

3.7I:'-1TRODUCTION:

Ring spinning produces yam in a package form called cops. Since cops from ring frames
are not suitable for further processing, the winding process SeI"\"esto achieve additional
obj~'Ctivesmade necessary by the requirements of the subsequent processing stages.

Followmg are the tasks of winding process

• Extraction of all disturbing yam faulls such as the short, long thick, long thin,
spinner's doubles, etc.

• Manufacture of cones having good drawing - olf properties and with as long
a length of yam as possible.

• introduction into the yam of a minimum number ofknolS.
• achievement ofa high machine efficiency i.e. high production level.
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Practical experience has proven that winding alters the yam structure. This phenomenon
doe.' not affect yam evenne,s, but affect the following yam properties

• neps
• thick places
• thin places
• hairiness
• standard deviation of hairiness

rfwinding tension is seleck-d properly, the following tensile properties are not affected

• t~nacity
• elongation
• work- to- break

But excessive tensions in winding will deteriorate the above said tensile properties.

Changes in the yarn surface structure due to winding cannot be avoided. Since the yarn i,
accelerated from zero speed to 1200 or 1350 meters per min in a few milli seconds while
being pulled off the bobbin, dragged across several deJlcetion bars and eyelets, forced
Into a traverse motion at speed that make it invisible, and finally rolled up into a firm
con~truction called package or cone which also related to the yam quality.

J\.IachConer 7\'11

Fig3.9.1 Winding machine

High speed automatic winders have frequently been blamed for causing higher nep
count.~ .The bobbin unwinding behavior is the major limiting factor for winding speed
which also is the main reason for the above said changes in yarn quaiity. Most of the
damage occurs at the moment when the end is detached and removed from the tight
assembly of yarn layers on the bobbin and dragged along the tube at very high speeds.
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The factors that affect the yam structure during winding include the frictional properties
of the yam itself, winding speed, the bobbin geometry and the bobbin unwinding
behavior, winding geometry as well as the number and design of the yam I machine
contact points.

YARN CLEARER FUNCTION PRINCIPLE

The yam is measured in a measuring field constituted by a set of parallely placed
capacitor plates. When the yam passes through this measuring field (between the
capacitor plates), an electrical signal is produced which is proportional to the change in
mass per unit length of the yam. This signal is amplified and fed to the evaluation
channels of the yam clearing installation. The number and type of evaluation channels
available are dependent on the sophistication and features of the model of the clearer in
use. Each of the channels reacts to the signals for the corresponding type of yam fault.
\\fhen the mass per unit length of the yarn exceeds the threshold limit set for the channel,
the cutting device of the yam clearer cuts the yam.

Yarn Clearer Settings

The yarn clearer has to be provided with certain basic information in order to obtain the
expected results in terms of clearing objectionable faults. The following are some of them

a. Winding Speed:

The setting of the winding speed is also very critical for accurate removal of faults. It is
recommended that, instead of the machine speed, the delivery speed be set by actual
calculation after running the yam for 2-3 minutes and checking the length of yarn
delivered, Setting a higher speed than the actual is likely to result in higher number of
cuts. Similarly a lower speed selling relative to the actual causes less cuts with some
faults escaping without being cuI. In most of the modem day clearers, the count, material
number and speeds are monitored and automatically corrected during actual running of
the yam.

b. Clearing Limit:

The clearing limit defines the threshold level for the yam faulls, beyond which the cullcr
is activated to remove the yam fault. The clearing limit consists of tv.-oselling parameters
- Sensitivity and Reference Length.

i, Sensith'ity . This determines the activating limit for the fault cross sectional size.

ii, Reference Length - This defines the length of the yam over which the faults eross-
section is to be measured. Both the above parameters can be set within a wide range of
limits depending on specific yam clearing requirements. Here, it is worth mentioning that
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the' reference length' may be lower or higher than the actual' fault length', For a yam
fault to be cut, the mean value of the yam fault cross-section has to overstep the set
sensitivity for the set reference length.

c. Yarn Count:

The selling of the yam count pro~ides a clearer with the basic infonnation on the mean
value of the material being processed to which the clearer compares the instantaneous
yam sij,'Tlalsfor identifying the seriousness of a fault.

Fault Channels:

The various fault channels available in a latest generation yam clearer are as follows:

I. Neps
2. Short Thick places
3. Long Thick Places
4. Long Thin Places
5. Count
6. Splice

The availability of one or more of the above channels is dependent On the type of the yam
clearer. Most of the modem clearers ha~e the above channels. Besides detection of the
various types of faults, wllh latest clearers, it is also possible to detIXt concentration of
faults in a specific length of yam by means of alarms(c1uster faults).

\'\fINDlNG PRODUCTION:

It depends upon the following factors

• winding speed
• time required by the machine to carry out one splicing operation
• bobbin length per bobbin (both bobbin weight and tpi (twist per inch) to be

considered, because TPI will affIXt the bobbin length), This decides the number
of bobbin changes

• the number offaults in the yam and the clearer sellings, this decides the clearer
cuts.

• count
• the time taken for each doff either by the doffer Orby an operator
• bobbin rejIXtions, it depends on weak yam, wrong gaiting, double gaiting, bobbin

characteristics etc.
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Ch.apter" 4

EXPERIMENTAL POCEDURE Al'fD DATA COLLECTION

4.IIi\TRODliCTTOi\':

To draw a precise decision, severa] experim<mts were conducted, The e~perimcnts were
conducted in a planned way. During these experiments some factors Were considered as
constant and some were considered as variables. All constant factors Were kepI
unchanged during experiments.

Besides these, some significant factors were selected whose best seuing Were determined
according to the optimi7-e. The data of the experiments Were recorded carefully.

4.2 PI.ANNING OF EXPERIMENT:

In order to optimize the yarn quality, firsl efJcctive factors and their levels for carding
werc determined. With the selected two levels of three parameters a 2) experimental
factorial design of experiment was conducted in Ihe back section. Eight set of test were
designed and for a partteular set, test was replicated for three times. So the value of the
response was actually the mean of three replicated tests resulting in a total number of
twenty four tests. Each of the tests was conducted randomly to eliminate error.

In CaSeof ring frame, the first effective factors and their levels were determined, With
the selected _:l~vels of two parameters a ]) experimental designed was conductcd
.Nine sets test were designed, where each set was the mean of three similar tests, These
require number of tests was twenty seven, Each of Ihe tests was conducted randomly to
eliminate error,

[n case of wmding, the first effective factors and their levels were delermined ,With the
selected level of one parameter experimental factorial dcsign of experiment was
conducted in finishing section.

4.3 SCREEi\'Ii\'G OF DATA

Experiments conducted with. the desircd combination of parameter exceeded the
estimated number, In some experiments, it was not possible to maintain the desired
condition propcrly, Not only that, inconsistenl data was obtained under some set of
condition. In both Case the data collected were ignored. So 10 compensate those cases,
experiments with required set conditions were performed again.
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4.4 RANDOMIZATION
All the tests were conducted randomly to elimillate error, 40C yam was selected for
carding, ring frame and winding respectively, Actually scheduling oflol was conducted
according to the requirement of the company. From this schedule experiment were
selected for test considermg the availability of concerned manpower, material and time,
Special care was taken for these tests

4.5 EXPERIMENT CARlEO our WITH CARDING
As mentioned earher "40C" type yam was selected for the experiments in carding, Two
levels are selected against three £actors. Eight groups of experiment were conducted for
this purpose. Each group consists of three sets of similar experiment The individual
section was not synchronized because a test or series of lest in which purposeful changes
were made to the inpul variables of a process or system so that one may observe and
identify the reasons for change in the output

4.6.1 SPECIF1CATlONS OF CARDING
Carding may be operated under some limitallon of parameter setting. The carding has
some range of operating parameter. The cardIng may be operated maintaining these
rated set conditions, But actually thIS carding is operated as per company's convenient
maintaining some standard operating set conditions. It IS risky to operate the machine
beyond any limit Specification, rated set conditions and standard operating set conditions
of carding are given in table 4.1

Table: 4.1 Specification and standard operating sct conditions of carding

Diameter

Mat width
T e of Autoleveller
Can srze
Sliver len in Can
Noof~
Pressur~
Doft
Card clothin
DofferS eed
Taker in- S eed
Deflection an Ie
£llinderto take-in wire wnbcr.

Feed roller
...;wer-in
~inder
Doffer
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U to 300 m1min
153 m1min
369-451 m

96%
100mm
250mm
1290 mm
700mm
995mm

Lon term electrolllc
24" x 48-inch
U to 7000 meter

84
200-300 p.
60-130 mm
Metallic
96 m

786-1018 m

15 d ee
7



4.6.2 PROCEDURE OF EXPERIMENT WITH CARDING

The factOlS selected on experience and engineering judgment were delivery speed,
cylinder speed and flat speed

Two levels for each fuctor were selected. The levels for delivery speed were SOm!min,
100 m/min and cylinder speed were 375 rpm, 426 rpm and flat speed 135m/min and
153m/min.A 2' matrix, requiring eight combinations, was made and were tested
accordingly,

Table 4.2 Factorial deign for carding

Cylind:r(~~ecd ' Flat Speed DeliveryS~:;,~
rnm A meter/m~-iB\ meter/min C
375 135 SO
375 135 100

I 375 153 80
I 375 153 100

426 135 80
426 135 100
426 153 80
426 153 100

4.6.3 CALCULATION OF NEPS REMOVAL EFFICIENCY

Neps are entangled fibelS that creates thick or thin fault in the yam, Nep removal
efficiency greatly depends on delivery speed. Higher dehvery speed is always
desuable which leads to a greater production from raw cotton. But the lower the
delivery speed (production) the highertbe nep removal efficiency. Thestandard value
orneps nwnber in card is 70.

Nep's removal efficiency:

Nep's removal efficiency = (Input/Output)" 100

= (Neps incardINeps m cars mat). 100

Experimental data on neps removal efficiency at dIfferent set condition are listed in
Table 4.4.



Table 4.3 Experimenlal dala on nep removal efficiency set conditions

Delivery Cylinder Flat Speed Neps in Neps in Nep Removal
Speed Speed rpm meter/min card card Efficiency W.)

meier/min (cnt/g) Mat(cntlg)

83 J27 75,0
80 426 1S3 78 341 no

70 311 78.080 426 153 231 981 76.7
76 360 79.080 375 153 71 361 80.0
76 344 78.0SO 375 153 74 355 79,0
79 J27 76.080 375 135 77 317 76.0
76 312 77.080 ,375 115 2J2 956 75.7
60 lJ9 82.080 426 135 66 395 83.0
7J 346 80,0

80 426 135 66 360 81.7
79 J27 no100 426 153 77 317 75.0
89 351 72.0100 426 153 82 l32 74.7
III 387 71.0100 375 153 114 351 68,0
116 383 70.0100 375 153 114 374 69.7

375 108 lJO 67.0100 135 105 540 82,0
120 400 70,0100 375 135 333 1270 73.0

100 108 381 73.0426 135 115 405 71.0
111 400 72.0100 426 135 111 395 72.0



4.6.4 CHECKING OF QUALITY

Table 4.4 Quality data on ncp removal efficiency set conditions

Cylinder Flat Speed Delivery Speed Nep Removal
Sneed rn~-(Ai meter/min (B' meter/mi~'fC) Emden %375 135 80 75.7375 135 100 73.0375 153 80 79.0

375 153 100 69.7426 135 80 81.7
I 426 135 100 72.0

426 153 80 76.7
426 153 100 74.7

4.7 EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT WITH RING FRAME

Experimen.t has been. conducted to find the best combination of di fferent factors like
ring speed and twist per inch. These two factors have been varied in three levels (3 1
experiment). The"objective of this experiment is to optimize the yarn quality by
decreasing the yarn ncps. For this pul'jJosc nine groups of experiment has been
conducted. Each group is the average of three similar experiments. Besides this
Inleraction has been determined graphically. Further significance of factors are also
determined.

4.6.1 SPECIFICATIONS OF RING FRAME

Some factors were considered as constant during investigation. Thcse factors are listed
in table 4.5.

Table 4.5 Ring Frame specification

U to 20,000 m
7.13 54.7 TPI
504
70mm
6" • 7" inch
90--97 %
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Creeling s stem

Front
Middle
Back

"z" e Rotation anti clock wise
20-60
1.25-1.52 mm
27mm
25mm
27mm_
Umbrel~

4.6.2 PROCEDURE OF EXPERIMENT WITH RING FRAME

There are various pammeters in ring frame of which two factors, nng speed and twist per
inch were selected for investigation. The individual section Wl\5not synchronized because
a test or series of test in which purposeful changes were made to the input variables ofa
process or system so that one may observe and identifY the reasons for change in the
output The factors were selected on the basis of previous experience and engineering
judgment

Three levels for each factor were selected. The levels for ring speed 18100 rpm,
18600rpm, 19000 rpm and tWIst per inch 25,18, 25.48, and 25,78.A 32 matrix,
requiring nine combmations, was made and were tested accordingly.

Table 4.6 Factorial deign for ring frame

Ring Speed rpm
{A'

18100
18600
19000
18100
18600
19000
18100
18600
19000

Twist (P,;t inch
25.18
25.18
25.18
25,48
25.48
25.48
25.78
25.78
25.78

4.6.3 CALCULATION OF NEPS REMOVAL EFFlCIENCY

Neps are entangled fibers that creates thick or thin fault in the yam, Nep removal
efficiency greatly depends on ring speed speed. Higher ring speed i~alwa)'!l desirable



(production) the higher the nep removal efficiency. The standard value of neps
number in ring is 48. Experimental data On n~'Ps removal efficiency at different set
condition arc listed in Table 4.7

Table 4.8 Experimental data on neps

Experiment In ut arameter
NepslkmN. Rin seed Twist er inch, 18100 25,18 '", 18600 25.18 '", 1900 25.18 '0, 18100 25.48 '", 1S600 25.48 '"• 1900 25.48 ", 18100 25.78 %• 18600 25,78 "• 19000 25.78 n

4.7 EXPERIMENT CARRIED OOT WITH WINDING

Experiments were conducted to find the optimized combination of levels of different
lactors. Ten levels against one factor. Each group contains four sets similar experiment,

4.7.1 SPECIFICATIONS OF WINDING

\Vrnding may be operated under some !lmitation of parameter setting, The winding has
some st condition of operating parameter. The winding may be operated maintaining
these rated set conditions. But actually this winding is operated as per company's
convenient maintaining some standard operating set condnions. It is risky to operate the
machine beyond any limit. Specifications, rated set conditions and standard operating set
conditions of winding arc given in Table. 4.8

Table 4.9 Specification of Winding

1100-1450 m
60
Auto s lidn
9cmcir
Disc

eed m min
osition Number
stem

Drum s
Windin
S licin s
Drum dia
Tensioner

"



4.7.2 PROCEDURE OF EXPERIMENT WITH WINDING

lb. factor selecled on experienced and engineering judgmenl was winding speed. FIVe levels for
each factor were selected The levels for winding speed WCre 1250 m!min, 1300m/min,
1350m!m,n, 1400m!mm, and 1450m/min.

Table 4.10 Experimcntal data on neps

Winding Speed Nepsf km
(meter/min)

32
1250 38

38
38

1250 9\
42

1300 35
48
34

1300 99
35

1350 29
46
5\

1350 \0\
65

\400 50
54
5\

1400 138
65

1450 45
69

"1450 \44

"



Chapter -5

ANALYSTS AND OBSERVATIONS

5.II],;TRODUCTION

!l is necessary to arrange the collected dara in a planned for proper analysis and COlTeet
decision making. Analyses are based on these data and decisions are mad from the
analysis outcome. Besides these, some observations are made during the experiments,
which are helpful in making comprehensive idea about the overall process.

5.2 EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT WITH CARDING

Experiments were conducted with carding to identify the optimized combination of levels
of the selected three factors. Two levels were selected against three factors. The first
factor is the delivery speed, a second factor is cylinder speed and third factor is flat speed.
The levels of delivery speed are 80 and 100 m/min, cylinder speed arc 375 and 426 rpm
and flat speed are 135 and 153m/min. Thus eight scts of experiments Were conducted for
this purpose, each consisting of three sets of experiments under same conditions. The
data on the neps removal efficiency and the quality ratio along with their standard
dniations corresponding to each set point are represented m Table 5.1

The sequence of testing each combination was randomly chosen to fulfill thc requirement
of randomization. The average of the reading under a particular set condition was taken.
Thc difference between the summation of one level from summation of another level of
the same factor was due factor alone, as all other factors balance One another. The
best/optimum level corresponding to the maximum of average response value (min neps)
under each factor was evaluated. The interactive effects among the factors Were also
evaluated according to the standard procedure.
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Table 5.1 Quality data on neps removal efficiency set conditions

Cylinder Flat Speed Delivery N,.
SL. No Speed meterlmin Speed Removal

RPM meter/min Ernciency
(AI (81 (C I %

I 375 135 80 75.7
2 375 I35 100 73.0
3 375 153 80 79.0
4 375 153 100 69.7
5 426 135 80 81.7
6 426 I35 100 72.0
7 426 153 80 76.7
8 426 153 100 74.7

S.2.l FACTORIAL ANALYSIS FORNEPS REMOVAL EFFICIENCY:

As m~'T1tionedearlier, three factors such as delivery speed 80 and 100 mlmin, cylinder
speed 375 and 426 rpm and flat speed 135 and 153m/min were considered for factorial
anal~is. The effe<:tsof the variables on neps removal eftlciency are presented on Table~,'~

5.2.2 ASSESSMENT OF THE MAIl" EFFECT

From the table 5.7, it is observed that all the three factors had main effects Onthe ncps
generation, The Little interaction between cylinder speed & flat speed and Very little
interaction between flat speed & delivery speed,
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Table.5.2 The data for neps removal efficiency in carding

157.4

155_7

145,0

144.4

------ --_ ....•

---------- --- - ---- - - , - , ------ ---._--------- ------- -----.j., I ,, ,
A. (375) + 14251 I, ----.I---,----~---- ,_ ...•_-

i Flat iB- (135) 75.7 81,7
,CorBO)

speed,
8+(153) 79.0 76_7, ,

,
:B- (135), 73.0 72,0, iFlat:C+(100) ispeed :8+(153) 59,7 74.7,------ ---------_._.-

Delivery
Sp""

------~~-=~~=:~-- -~_~-.L~---'----i--::-~=~==-;==-~~-=-=--I-:=:---;
, Cylinder Speed (A) , .

297.4 305,1,', ,
,-""'-T'--C'-'--, -".-------'-,---.- ------- -" -+-------- '-- - -------- .._ __._.... l .__

fA-, 297.4 ~----. _:--~~=:-~:t~~5;:~~1;~~=:i----:~~~~~:~--:::~=.~=-------1-.- -----
------- ..._--------,------------ --_ .._--- ....._-- -------.-.----------.-

B+ :0155,7+144.4 I 300.1: :

'---g;- -- ;:Bi.6;~11.~_.'1- - -;~~J---,,-----F- -
.,--- --------------._------------_._,-, ,

A = Cylinder Speed
B = Delivery Speed
C - Flat Speed

A(-) = 375, A(+) = 426
B(-) = 135, B(+) = 153
q-) = 80, C(+) = 100

Among total two reading A(+) is better than A(-) by (305.1-297.4) = 7,7 unit.
On a,erage A(+) is better than A(-) by (7.7/4)= 1.925 per operation.

Among total two reading B{-) is betterthan B(+) by (302.4-300, I) = 2.3 unit.
On average B(-) is better than 8(+) by (2.314)~ U5 per operation.

Among total two reading q -) is beller than C(+) by (313, 1-289.4) _ 23.7 unit.
On average C(-) is better than C(-i-)by (23.7/4)= 11.85 per operation,
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5.3.2 ASSESSEME]'I,T OF THE I1UERACTION EFFECT:

For AB intcraclion the values A(-) arc selected and all the values corresponding to B(.)
arc added.
Example;

Combinatioo

A{-) B{-)C(-)
A(.)B(-)C{+)

TOlal

Neps removal efficiency

75.7
73.0

148.7

The yalue~ of A(-) are selected and all the yalues corresponding to B(+) arc added.

Example:

Combination

A{-) B(+)C(-)
A(-) B(+)C(+)

Total

r..'cps removal efficiency

79.0
69.7

148.7

The values of A(+) are selected and all the values corresponding to B(-) are added.

Example:

Combinalion

A(+) fI(-)C(-)
A(+) 8(-)C(+)

TOlal

Ncps removal efficiency

81.7
72.0

153.7
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The values of A(+) are selected and all the valucs corresponding to 8(+) are added.

Example:

Combination

A(+) B(+)C(-)
A(+) B(+)C(+)

Total

Neps removal efficiency

76.7
74.7

151.4

Graph with these points is plotted to find interaction. The interaction of different factors
of CARDING is shown in figure 5.2. As evident in the figure there is little interaction
between factor A and factor B.

A -J
A(+)

375
426

B(- )
148.7
153.7

B(+)
148.7
151,4

Intraction between Cyliner Speed & Flat speed

155,0
153.7

154.0

~14

153,0

< 152.0•• 151,0- -0•" 150.0• 148.7- 148.7< 149.0 • •148.0 .
147.0

146.0
•

A- M

Little interaction between cylinder speed & nat speed

Fig: 5.1 Interaction between factor A and factor B
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Similarly graphs are plotted with BC and CA combinations and shown in figS.] and fig
5,4.

1

135
153

C(-)

1
155

.
7

144.4

C(+)

1157.4
145.0

I Interaction between Flat Speed & Delivery Speed,
160,0 .

~57A
155,0

155.7•0 150.0•0
145.0•"• 145.0

£
144.4140.0

135.0

B- B.

LillIe interaction between cylinder speed & flat speed

Fig 5.2 Interaellon betv."een factor B and factor C

From the figure it is evidence that there is lillIe interaction between factor Band C

A _j
A(+)

375
426
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cr- )
142.7
146.7

Cf+)
154.7
153.4



Interaction between Cylinder Speed & Delivery
Speed

160.0
•154.7

i5BA155.0 . •
• 150.0 1il-6:7
~ 142.7 • --• 145,0
" ••• 140.0

135.0

1300
A. M

Figure 5.3 Interaction between factor A and factor C

5.2.4 CO]'l,TRVCTING AN ANaVA TABLE:

In the "cell group" column, the cell number is entered from 23 matrix.
The "factors "column, the appropriate (-) and (+) signs for factor A,B,C in cell nol.are
entered. Here A,B,C are (-j.The (-) and (+) signs merely indicate the levels of the factors
used. Similarly, the appropriate (-) and (+) signs for A,B,C in the remaining seven cell
are entered.
In the "output" column, the averages of the outputs record in each cell are entered from
23 matrix table.
In the two factor interaction columns, the signs of the product In the AB column are
multiplied algebraically. Here ,since A and B are both(-),the product sign for AS is
(+).similarly , the algebraic product of A and C,B and C etc are determined and are
recorded in the appropriate two factor interaction column.
The algebraic multiplication of A, Band C repeated and signs in the appropriate three
factor interaction column are recorded.
foe all remaining seven cells steps 4 and 5 are repeated.
In column a, all the outputs where A is (_) arc added and all the outputs where A is (+)
are added. Note the difference between these two sums in the last row labeled "main and
Interaction effects contribution" A (-) sign above this entry is placed if A (.) sum is
••.•.orse than the A(+) sum or A(+} sign if the reverse is the case.
Similarly, all the (+) and (.) outputs for each column Band C, AB through CA, Abc are
added and the difference in the last row are noted as in step7.



The row now displays, in precise quantified form, the contribution of each main factor as
well as each two factors, Three factors interaction to the total variation,
An ANOVA Table is constructed with average data and is presented in Table 5,8.

Table 5.3 ANOVA Table

----------------- --I-------r-------r-------T---- --...----- ----...--
,

Cell Factors 2 Factors interactions I: Factors Output
Group interactions

Nep removal
A B C AB AC BC ABC Efficiency

1 - - - + + + - 75.7
2 - - + + - - + 73.0
3 - + - - + - + 79.0
4 - + + - - + - 69.7
5 + - - - - + + 81.7
6 + - + - + - - 72.0
7 + + - + - - - 76.7
8 + + + + + + + 74.7

7.7------ -2.3: -2~7i -2~ 0.3: 1.1: 14.3~

.~~=-=--_d, -1 -'---~; I t ~I:====--~._~__. ---_~ ----j-~--~-~--~-Pink i- _

Red X

This is the smallest point (absolute smallest value) in the main an interactive effects cell.
This cell indicates the worst condition. Therefore, the selling of deli'-ery speed 100
m/min provides worst result This seuing is forbidden 10uSe.
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5.2.5 RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST:

Analysis fvariance is performed 0 test significance of different faclOrs .The calculation
of significance test is shown in Appendix A and result of the test is shown in table 5.4
The main and interactive effects are presented in table 5.5.For the main effects, lhe
compuled values off for (4,99 , 16.25, 18.87) for factors cylinder, flat speed and delivery
speed arc less lhan the tabulatc value ( f= 4,15 ) .Therefore ,for !he significance .05,the
main effccls are significant for thc alllhree factors.

For the same level of significance, the computcd value of [(4.34) for thc inleraction of
cylinder values and flal speed are more than the tabulated value (f = 4.15) .So the
interaclion effect of flat speed and delivery speed rate are significance for a le,el of
significanc,.05.

Funhcrmore, for the same level of SIgnificance, the computed value of f (4.19) for the
interaction of cylinder values and deliv~'ry speed are more !han the tabulaled value (f =
4.15) and the compuled value off (20.44) for the interaction of delivery speed and flat
speed are more than !he tabulated value (f = 4.15), So the interaction effecl and !he
interactive and are not significanl for a level of significance.OS.

Table5.4 Analysis of variance.

Source of Sum of Degree of Mean
Variation square freedom square

Cyhnder speed (A) 2.47 1 2.47

Flat speed (8) 20.148 20.148

Delivery speed (el 23.4 1 23.4

AB 5387 5.387

Be 25.10 25.10

CA 5.2 1 52
ABC 2.765 1 2,765

Error 39.695 32 1.24

Total 121.4 39

Computed
(

4,99

16,25

4.19

2,23
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f01(1,20) = 4.34

rG~(1,22)= 4.30

f01(1,32)=4.15

Therefore, Factor C(Delivery speed),thc interaclion of AB and BC significantly affect the
neps removal efficiency,

Therefore, factor A(cylinder speed),fa,tor B(flat speed), fa, tor C(delivery speed) and
intera'tion of fa,tor and signilicantl y affe,t the neps removal effiden,y.

Table5.S Main and interactive effe,t the neps remO\al eflkien,y,

EfIe,ls
C tinder seed A
Flal red B
Delive s ecd{C)
Interaction AB
Interaction BC
lntera,tion CA
Interaction ABC

5.2.6 OBSERVA nON:

All lhe three fa,lors had main e!fe,ts on the neps removal effieien,y_ Nep removal
efficiency greatly depends on delivery speed is 80m/min. The lower the delivery speed
(produ,tion) the higher the nep removal efficiency.

S.2.7IMPACT 0;'; THE YARl'OPRODVCTOIN

The impa,t of reps removal effieien,y per Ib weight of colton is negligible an
unnoticeable by the customer, But lhe total in,rcase lhe production peT operation is
significant. More profit Can b obtained from the additional production. Furthermore, this
development will be helpful to maintaining produclion price in case of increase the raw
material COSI,labor cost,lax,fixed cost eiC. Although this development is negligible in
front 0 the total eXlend of the company. This king of researeh and development works is
helpful in the implementation of one of the major markeling policy of the company to
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monopoly in market by maintaining relationship with government, introducing tax stamp
and increasing lax without incrcasing production price, The impact on yam production is
shown in Table 5.11 ,sa mention earlier delivery speed 80m/min is used. Efforts are taken
cOntinuously to produce more yam than minimum tolerance limit.

Table 5.6 Impact on Yam production.

10 ut aramctcr Neps No.of More than
S1.no Cyl~:~.er Flat Del:~~A removal production lower limit

I s:eed A) I s"eed(B) SeedC efficiency per day 472 Ibs
I 375 135 80 75.7 953.6892 4,8%
2 375 135 100 73.0 1149,592 6,7%
3 375 153 80 79,0 995,2635 5.2%
4 375 153 100 69.7 1097.624 6.2%
5 426 135 80 81.7 1029,279 5.5%
6 426 135 100 72.0 1133,844 60%
7 426 153 80 76.7 966,2875 4.9%
8 426 153 100 74.7 1176.364 704%

5.3 EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT WITH RING FRAME

Expcriments were conducted with RING FRAME to identitY the optimized combination
of levels of the selected two factors, Three levels were selected against two factors, The
first factor is the ring speed and twist per inch. The levels of ring speed arc 18100, 18600
and 19000 while those are twist per inch are 25.18,25.48 and 25.78Thus nine sets of
experiment are conducted for this purposc, each consisting of three sets of experiment
under same conditions. The data On the neps and quality ratio along with their standard
deviations corresponding to each set point are presented in Table 5.10

The sequence of testing for each combination was randomly chosen to fulfill the
requirement f randomization. The average of the readings under a particular set condition
was taken. The difference between the summations of one level from summation of
another level of the same factor was due to factor alone, as all other factors balance one
another. The best/optimum level corresponding to the maximum of average response
values under cach factor was evaluated. The interactive effects among the factors wcre
alone evaluated according to the standard procedure.
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Table 5.7 Production and Ncps of different experiment.

E~peri In Ul arameter Prod Nepsrom' Twist mean NepsIKm
No Ring spced ocr inch (ops) (lmperfection), 18too 25,18 4.25 "" '", 18600 25.18 4.34

~ '"; '"'' 25.18 4.34 '", 18100 25.48 " ;0 ", 18600 2548 4,28 " ", 1900 25,48 '" ;0 '", 18100 25.78 4.21 % m, 18600 25.78 4.30 "' '''", 1900D 25.78 4.28 n ''"Two factors such as ring speed with three positions 18100, 18600 and 19000 rpm and
tWISIper inch 25.18, 25.48 and 25.78 were consider for fractional analysis. Thc effecls of
the variables on neps generation are presented OnTable 5.11.

5.3.1 ASSESSME~T OF THE MAIN EFFECT

For both Ihe ring speed and twist per ineh had Iheir individual main effects on the neps.
On the average Ihe higher the ring speed, the bclter is the ncps. This trend holds good for
the set poinl of the ring speed 18600 rpm and 25.48 twist per inch. But it does nO!Occur
while the ring spccd is set either at 18100 rpm or at 1900Orpm. In case of ring spccd
"18600rpm" and 25.18 Iwist per inch, Ihere is an increase the neps and Ihen decreasc,
where as for ring speed" 18600rpm and 25.48 twist per inch". Maximum produclion and
minimum neps is obtained at ring speed"18600 rpm" and 25.48 twist per inch.

Table 5.8 The data for production with different parameter for ring frame

Twist per Inch
Ring

.peed 25.111 25.48 25.78 Total

18100 '" •• •• '"18600 '" " " '"19000 '" •• " '"
Totat ". '" '"
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In the contc"t min neps On the (\<:istpr inch is 25.48. The min neps on the yam the twist
per inch 25.48 is superior compared to 25.18 and tolaI gain is (148-358) 210 per
km(ncgative value). This gain is achieved as the cumulative effect of thrce ring speed
positions. So the average gained by min neps twist per inch is (21O/3)i.e,70 per km.

Similarly, twist per inch of25.48 is superior compared to 25.18 and the gain is (148-271)
41per km (negative value), This gain is achieved as the cumulative effed of three ring
speed positions. So thc average gained by min neps twist per inch is (4113)i,e.14 per km.

Thc Ring speed the min ncps '18600 rpm' is superior compared to that of '19000rpm'
and total gain is (247-274) 27 per km (negative value). The gain is achieved as the
cumulative effect of three twist per inch. So the average gain by min neps Ring spced is
(27/3) i.e.9 units per km.

The Ring speed' 18600 rpm' is superior compared 10 that of 18100 rpm' and total gain is
(247-256) 9 per km (negative value) units. The gain is achieved as the cumulative effect
of three twist per inch. So !he a,erage gain by min ncps Ring speed is (9/3) i.e.3 per km.

It is observed for Twist per inch 25.48 and Ring speed 1860Orpm, the neps is minimum.
So the condition (Twist per inch 25.48 and Ring speed 18600rpm) is the most dcsirable
sct condition for thc operation of Ring frame.

Now wc consider the data optimum production with different input parameter for ring
frame.

Table 5.9 The data for production with difterent parameter for RING FRAME

Twist per inch

Ring speed 25.78 25.48 25.18 Total

18100 398.1374 398.5624 403.3109 1200.011

18600 406.971 405.1919 410.0195 1222.182

19000 402.4553 407.1938 409.4311 1219.08

Total 1207,564 1210.948 1222,761
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In the context production of yam the twist per inch 25.18 is superior compared to 25.78
and total gain is (1222.761-1207.564) 15.197 units, This gain is achieved as the cumulative
effect of three ring speed positions. So the average gained by twist per inch is
(I 5.197/3)i.e.5.066 per operation.

Similarly, twist per inch of 25.18 is superior compared to 25.48 and the gain is
(1210.948- I207 .564) 11.8 I3 units. This gain is achieved as the cumulative effect of three
ring speed positions, So the average gained by twist per inch is (I I.813/3)i.eJ.94 per
operation.

The Ring speed' 18600 rpm' is superior compared to that of' 18100rpm' and total gain is
(1222,182- 1200,011) 22.171 units. The gain is achieved as the cumulative effect of three
twist per lOch. So the avcrage gain by Ring spced is (22.171/3) i.e.7.39 units per
operation.

The Ring speed' I 8600 rpm' is superior comparcd to that of 19000 rpm' and total gain is
(1222,182- 1219,08)3.112 units. The gain is achieved as the cumulative effect of three
l\vist pcr inch. So the average gain by Ring spced is (3.112/3) i.e.1.037 units per
operation,

It is observed for Twist per ineh 25.18 and Ring speed 18600rpm,the production is
maximum. So the condition (Twist per inch 25.18 and Ring speed 1860Orpm) is the most
desirable set condition for the operallon of Ring frame.

5.3.2 ASSESSI\--H;NT OF THE INTERACTIVE EFFECT

Ring speed' 18100 rpm' is selected and the average values of ncps for the twist per inch
of 25.18, 25.48 and 25.78 are plotted against this ring sped,

Similarly the average value of neps for the m'ist per inch of 25. 18, 25.48 and 25.78 are
plotted against the ring speed" I8600" and "19000" respectively.

Joint all the points of 25.18 with straight lines. Similarly joint all points of 25.48 and
25.78 with straight lines respectively.

Interaction between the t\,O factors namely the ring speed and twist per inch can be
determined according to the following rules.

If the two lines are parallel, there is not any interacllon between them.

If the two lines cross each other in the middle point, there is strong interaction between
the two factors. If the lines cross in one side, there is little interaction.

Interaction between the ring speed and twist per inch arc shov.-n in Fig.5.4
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Interaction between Ring speed & Twist per Inch
liOOO 'Pm

120
100
80

•0 60•z
40
20
0

18100 rpm 18600 rpm
RIng speed

19000 'Pm

18100 'Pm

19000 rpm

Fig5.4 Interaction between ring speed and tWist per inch

5.3.3 RESL'LT OF SICJ\lFICAJ'liT TEST

Anal)'Sis of variance is performed to test significance of dlfTerent factor. The calculation
of ~ignificance test is shown in Appendix A and result of the te,t is shown in table 5.10
The main and interactive effect is shown in TableS. 14.For the main effects, the computed
values(1.42and I,032)are less tabulated value(fo5(2,18») = .0920,or the levels of
significance .05,th main effects are not significance for the both actors.

For the level of significance, the computed values of f is more than the tabulated values
(fo)(2, 18) = 2.93) .So the interactive effect is significant for a level of significance.05_

However, for (oo= .25) the level of significance, the tabulated value of f(f 0,(2,18) = 1.5)
is mOre than the computed value of f(1.42 and 1.032).So, for the level significance
.025,the main effects not significant for the both factors.

FUI1hermore, for (oo= .01) the level ohignificance, the tabulated valuc (f(f oj(2, 18) = 1.5)
Is more than the computed value(,092),So, with .01 level of significance the interaction
is not significance.
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RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST

Table.S.IO Analysis of variance

Source of Sum of Degree of Mean Computed
Variation square freedom square f

Twist per inch (A) 24.74 2 12.37 1.42

Ring speed (B) 17.93 2 8.965 1.032

Interaction 3.17 4 .7925 .092

Error 156.39618 18 8.69

Total 202.236 26

[01(2,18) ~ .092

[05(4,18)=2.93

Therefore, the interaction between Factor A (Twist per inch) and factor B (Ring speed)
significantly affect to minimize the neps.

TableS.II Main and interactive effect the neps .
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5.3.4 RESVL T AND OBSERVA nON

Both the Ring speed and twist per i!!-s..hhad main effects on the neps. The higher ring
sp~ed, the more ncps, wher~ as, i -.ou neps is obtained at ring speed .18600end.twist
per inch 25.48. The interaction between the two parameters IS aha slglllfican<l'Ef.HIgher
ring speed has two bcnefits without breakage. Productivity is increased and minimum
neps is obtained.

5.3.5 L\IP ACT Oi'i THE YARN PRODUCTOli'i

The impact of reps removal efllciency per lb weight of colton is negligiblc an
unnoticeable by the customer. But the total increasc the production per operation is
significant More profit Can b obtaincd from the additional production. Flulhermore, this
development will be hclpful to maintaining production price in case of increase the raw
materia! cost, labor cost, lax, fixed cost etc, Although this development is negligible in
front 0 the totals extend of the company. This king ofreseareh and development works is
helpful in the implementation of one of the' major marketing policy of the eompany to
monopoly in market by maintaining relationship with government, introducing tax stamp
and increasing lax without increasing production price. The impact On yam production is
shown in Table 5.16.sa mention earlier ring spccd 18600rpm is used. Efforts are taken
continuously to producc more yam than minimum tolerance limit

Table 5.12 Impact on yam production,

In U1 ammeter No. of More than5L
Twist per Ring Numb.rof

produ;~~~n lower limit00. inch 'peed nep' . ner da 4471bs, 25.18 18100 '" 403.310 10,92%, 25,48 18100 '" 4lQ,0195 9.43%
J 25.78 18100 '" 409.4311 9.56%
4 25.18 18600 " 398.5624 11.97%
5 25.48 18600 " 405.1919 10,50%
6 25,78 18600 " 407.1933 I 10.06%
7 25,18 '"000 5' 398,1374 12.06%
8 25.48 19000 " 406.971 10.12%
9 25.78 19000 " 402.4553 11,11%
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5.4 EXPERIMENT CARRIEDOUT WITH WINDING

Experiment has been conducted to find the best factor winding speed, Five levels of the
single parameter will be considered for the design of experiment in finishing section,
Each group is the average offoUT similar experiments. The sequence of testing for each
combination was randomly chosen. The average of the reading under each level offuctor
was taken, The best/optimum level corresponding 10 the maximum of average value,
under metor was evaluated. In Table IS.50,the data ofneps with the standard deviations
corresponding to each set point are represented.

Furthermore, significance test and interactive effects among the factor was al,o
evaluated.

5.4.1 FACfORIAL DESIGN ANALYSISNEPS

The individual section was not synchronized because a test or ,eries of test in whIch
purposeful changes were made to the input variables of a process or system so that one
may observe and identity the reasons for change in the output as mentioned earher, the
factor was winding speed I250m/min, 1300m/min,135Omfmin ,1400mlmin and
14S0m/min.The effects of variable on neps are represented on Table.S.SO

Table 5.13 Production and Neps of different experiment.

Experi Winding Neps/Kment speed
No

m

, 1250 ", BOO "; B" '"• "00 m
5 "" ".
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5.4.2 ASSESSJ\.IEJliT OF THE WINDlJliG SPEED EFFECT

The generation of neps on different speed is represented the following figure5.6

Winding Speed effect the neps

mm
IlIil
II'liJ
IIiliJjr;m
rE
IliJ
flil
a
II'liJ!l

---. /..-

m IIm!l mE IlIiZ'il EmJ IEI'im
Winding speed

Fig.5.5 Winding speed effects on neps

5.4.3 RESULT A,'W OBSERVATION

The higher winding speed, the more neps, where as, increased production is obtained at
winding speed 1450m/min. But the winding speed ui'o mlmin is satisfying the quality
standard. In most of the experiment quality ratio was more than tolerance limit.
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Chaptcr- 6

COl\CLUSION AND RECOMEi'iDAIONS

6.1 Il'iTRODUCTION

The coneluding remarks outlincd hcre mC bascd on the findings of the study conducted
under specified experimental condition, Experiments were conducted on three machines,
namely the carding, ring fmme and the windmg machine,

6.2 CONCLUSION FOR CARDING MACHINE

In case of carding there are a number of parameters can be changed. These are auto
leveler, process air temperJture, Pre>sl.lre (P,), Deflection angle, delivery speed, flat
speed and cylinder speed, However, depending Dn the set values of auto leveler, proces,
air temperature, FBK Pres,ure (P,) are controlled by PLC. The remaining three parameter
_ delivery speed, flat speed and cylinder speed cUn be regulated manually Thc control
values of dchvery ,peed, flJt speed and cylinder speed Jre 80 - 100 m/min, 135-153
m/min and 375- 426 rpm respectively.

The following concluding remarks made with CARDING machine:

;;.. All the three parJmeters such as the delivery speed, fht speed and cylinder speed
were found tD have individual elIcet On the ncps. The maximum was fDund for
dehvery ,peed than for flat speed and the mlmmum for cylinder speed,

, Smull interactive effect on the parameters on nep was also observed.
, Delivery speed 80m/min, flat speed 135 m1min and 426 rpm were found to lead

!Dmaximum ncp, removal effieieney_
, Among the experimental conditions variability wa~ found to differ significantly.
, From the ANOVA tablc5.3 it i5 found •• the combination.,,,' ;:-_,.,:,' _, : ':..:"-,J

, From the sigmfieanee test 1\ has been found that ddivcry speed, flJt speed and
cylinder - all these three parameters have SLgnifieant effect On nep removal
efficiency. Interaction between flat speed and delivery speed and cylinder >peed
and flat speed WJSfound to be significant by the test.

, In ull eJses of quality was more than standard mdieating the fulfillment of the
minimllm requirement of material utili7,ation set by the company.

6.3 RECO.\IMENDATIO:'iS FOR CARDli\'G

, It is recommended to en,ure minimum variation in tho,e steps of processing
operations and input variables to perfonn the experiment on curding_

,. Re,ponse surface methodology can be applied to develop a functional
relationship.
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;.. Experiment may be conducted with wider range and greater number of levels.
;.. To get accurate result every test must be repeated several times(more than 5

times) as the average of large number of tests Can give more reliable result.

6.4 COl\'CLUSIOl'iS FOR RING FRA.."IE

In case of RING FRAME, there are a number of parameters can be changed. These are
Drafting system, proccss air temperature, T"ist direction, ring speed and twist per inch.
However, depending on the set values of drafting system, process air temperature, twist
direction are controlled by PLC. The remaining two parameters - twist per inch, ring
speed can be regulated manually. The control values of ring speed and twist per inch are
respectively 18100 rpm, 18600 and 19000 add 25.18, 25.48 and 25.78

It may be mentioned here that each set condition, experiment was replicated for three
time, .. With three values standard deviation was calculated to check. the variability.
Quality standard, a parameter to measure the retained material, was checked individually
with very experiment to confirm the minimum acceptable level.

The following concluding remarks can be made for ring frame

;.. Both the ring frame spced and twist per inch were found to have slgnilicanl
effects On lhe ncps.

;.. A strong interactive effect of the paramcters was also observed.
y With Ihe experiment limits, the minimum ncps and maximum productivity was

observed for 18600 rpm ring speed and 25.48 twist per inch.
:;- Among the nine experimental conditions variability (standard deviation) was

found 10 differ significantly.
;;. At ring speed 19000 and 25.78 twist pcr inch, the variability was the lowest

leading to the consistency and cuslomer satisfaction.
;.. Maximum quality standard was obscrved to occur at 18600 rpm and twist pcr inch

25.48.
;.. A significance test was conducled by analysis of variance and It has been found

Ihat there is significant interactive effecl of the ring speed and l\"ist per inch on
neps.

6.5 RECO:\I:\lENDATIONS FOR RING FR4..ME

,- Greater number ofparamelers may be selected for experiment wilh ring
frame.

'" To gel accurale result every test must be repealed several limes. The average
ofthcse tests can ensure more reliable results.

;;. There are several prior operations conductcd in the processing of yarn before
the operalion performed in ring frame. So, Il is recommended 10 sccure
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minimum variation in those steps of processing operations and input variable
to perfonn the experiment on ring frame.

)- Response Surface Methodology can be applied to obtain a functional
relationship.

» Experiment may be conducted with wider range and grealer number of
levels.

6.6 CONCLUSIONS FOR WINDING

In casc of winding, there are a number of parameter:<:can be changed. These are splicing
system, process air temperature, tensioner, winding speed. However, depending on the
set values of splicing system, process air temperature, and lensioner are controlled by
PLC. The winding speed can be regulated manually. The conlrol values of winding speed
are respectively 1250,1300,1350,1400 and 1450 rpm.

!l may be mentioned here that each sel COmlilion, experiment was replicated for three
times. With three values standard deviallon "as calculated to check the vanabihty.
Quality standard, a parameter to measure lhe relained material, was checked individually
with very experiment 10confirm the minimum acceptable level.

The lollowing concluding remarks can be made for winding.

,. Winding speed was found to have significant eITecls on the neps.
>- With the experiment limits, the minimum neps and maximum productivity was
observed for 1350mlmin windmg speed.

)- Among the nine experimental conditions variability (standard deviation) was
found to differ significantly.

> Al winding speed 1450 mlmin, lhe variabilily was the lowest leading to the
consistency and customer satisfaction.

> Maximum quality standard was obse"ed 10occur at 1350mlmin.
)- A significance tesl was conducted by analysis of variance and it has been found
thai there is significant inleractive effecl of the winding speed 10generate neps.

6.7 RECO,'lMENDATIONS FOR 'VINDING

The following recommendations arc made for future work and optimized operation of
winding.

,. It is recommended to ensure minimum varialion in those steps of processing
operations and input variables to perfonn the experiment on WINDING.

,. To get accurate result every test musl be repeated several times_ The average of
these tests can ensure more reliable results.

,. Response Surface Methodology can be applied to obtain a functional relationship.
,. Experimenl may be conducted Wilh wider range and greater number of levels.
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CALCULATIO:-l OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST
FOR CARDING

Kep removal efficiency (%) = (Nep in card) x 100 I Ncp in card material

83 327 0,253823 0,746177 74,61774

78 )41 0228739 0771261 77.1261

70 )1) 0.223642 0.776358 77.63578

B1 981 0.235474 0.764526 76.7

C~'linder speed Total
Delivery speed Flat speed A(_) A(+)

375 ~~m 426r m
76.0 82.0

B(.) 76.0 83.0 157.4135m/min 75.0 80,0

C(-) 75.7 81.7

80m/min 79.0 75.0B(+) 80.0 77.0 155.7153 m/min 78.0 78.0
79.0 76.7 -67.0 73.0

B(_) 82.0 71.0 145.0135m/min 70.0 72.0
73.0 72.0

C(+)
100mlmin

B(+)
71.0 77.0
68.0 75.0 144.4153m/min 70.0 72.0
69.7 74.7

Total 297.4 305.1 602
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Th~ sum efsquar~s ar~ computed as follows

a = level 0 factor A; b = l~vel offaetorB; c = l~vel offaetorC; n = numb~r of replicate
i = 1,2- - -a;j=I,2 - - b; k=I,2- - c and 1= 1,2- _ n.
i = Average of the square of the observation of all abcn obscrvation.

y,l!ben = Average of the square (lfth~ observation for the i th level of factor A.

Y/ lacn ~ Avcrag~ of the square of the obscrvation for the j th level offactor B

Yk 1lahn = Average of th~ squar~ of the observation for the k th level of factor C

y,/ Icn =Averag~ of the square of the observation for the i th level of fador A andj th
level offador C

y,/ Ibn = Average of the square of the observation for th~ i th level offador A and k th
level of factor C

YJk' Ibn = Average of the square ofth~ observation for the j th level of factor A and k th
l~vel offaclOrC

y,/ In = Averag~ of the square of the observation for the i th level offactor A andj th
level of factor Band k th level 0 factor C.

Y'I'" = Av~rag~ of the square of the observation for the i th lev~1offactor A andj th level
of factor Band k th level 0 factor C.

"SSr=L:
1=1

b , "
L L L
j=1 k=1 1=1

= (76)1+ (76j2+(75)1+-----(75)1+(72)Z - (602)1/(2.2.2.*3)

= 121.4

•
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SS,~=I Yo'fben - ?faben
i~1

~ {{297.4J2+(305, 1j2}/(2'2'3) - (602)21(2'2'2'3)

~2.47

b
S5B = I YJl/acn - l/abcn

j= 1

~ {(157.4j1+ (145,7)2 + (155.7)1+ (144.4j2}1(2'2'3) - (602)2/ (2'2'2'3)

=20.148

,
SSe = I y/ labn. l/abcn

leo I

= ((157.4)2+ (155.7)' + (145)2+ (144,5)1)1(2'2'3) - (602FI (2'2'2'3)

" 23.4

• b
SS"o = L: L: y,/!en - yllabcn - SSA _SSg

; =1 J ' I

= ((148.7)'+ (148.7)2 + (153.7)'+ (151.4)2}/ (2'3) - (602)2/ (2'2'2'3) - 2.47 _ 20. 148

= 5.387

, ,
y,k- fbn - y labcn - 55". SSe

; =J k = I

= {(154,7)'+ (142.7)2 + (158.4)2+ (146,7)')/ (2'3) - (602)2! (2'2'2'3) - 2.47 - 23.4

• 25.10

b ,

SSuc=L: L: YJk2fbn - l/aben- SSB.SSe
i= L ,= I

.{(157,4)l+ (155.7)2 + (145)1+ (144.4)'}! (2'3) - (602)'! (2'2'2'3) - 20,148 _ 23.4
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, . ,
SS,'UC~L L r Y'J,l/n - Ilabcn- SS,\.SSB,SSC.SSAD-SS"C.SSBC

,=1 j=1 k=1

" {(75.7)2+ (81 ,7)2+ (79)2+ (76.7)2+ • _• + (74.7)1 - (602)'{ (2'2'2'3) - 2.47 - 20.148 - 23.4 -
5387.25.10-5.2

= 2,765

SSE = 55 I' _SS~ _ SSg - SSe. SSAG - SSAC _ SSBC

= 121.4 - 2.47 - 20, 148 - 23.4 - 5.387.25.10 - 5.2

:: 39,695

Formulas of Analysis of variance

SOllTce of Sum of Degree of Mean Computed
Variation square freedom square f

Cylinder speed (Al SS, "~1 MS.••= SS,J(a-l) MSAI MSE

Flat 'peed (B) SS, b~1 MSH = SS",'(b-l) MSll!'MSE

Delivery speed (C) SSe ,~I MSc = SSc!(c-l) MSdMSE

AB SSAD (a-l){b-l) MSAll= SSAJJ(a-l)(b-l) MSArJ !'viSE

Be SSAC (a-l)(c-l) MSAC = SSAc!(a-I)(c-l) MSAc! MSE

CA SSBC (a-I)(b-l) MSoc = SSn,/(b-l)(c-l) MSBdMSE

ABC SSAEC (a-l)(b-l)(c-l) MS,wc=SSABc!{a-I)(b-l )(,.1) MSAHC!MSE

Error SSe abe(n-I) MSF.= SSEi'abe(n-l)

Total SS, abn-j
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RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST
Analysis of variance

Source of Sum of Degree of Mean Computed
Variation square freedom square f

Cylinder speed (A) 2.47 2.47 4.99

Flal speed (B) 20,148 I 20.148 16.25

Delivery speed (C) 23.4 23.4 18,87

AB 5.387 5.387 4.34

Be 25 10 I 25.10 2024

CA 5.2 5.2 4.19

ABC 2,765 I 2.765 2.23

Error 39.695 J2 1.24

Total 121.4 39

fGs(1,20) = 4,34

r,d I ,22) = 4.30

fG5{l,32)=4.15

Therefore, Factor C(Delivery speed)Jhe interaction of AB and Be significantly affect the
nps removal efficiency,
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CALCULA TlOJli OF SICNIFICAl\TE TEST

Twist per B Total
inch Rin seed

18100 rpm 18600 rpm 19000 rpm

108 115 125
110 116 129

25.18 112 117 142 ""110 116 132

A 47 46 48
51 46 50
52 52 52

""25.48 50 48 50

94 81 91
96 83 92
97 85 OJ

'"25.78 96 83 92

Totlll 256 247 2N 777

The sum4f squares are computed as follows

Here

a ~ level 0 factor A; b = level offaetor B; e = level offactorC; n = number of replicate
i= 1.2- - -a;j~I,2 -. b; k=1,2- - c and [= 1,2- _n.
i labn= Average of the square of the summation of all aben observation.

Y,'Ibn = Average of the square of the observation for the i th level offactor A.

Y,' ian = Average of the square of the observation for thej th level of factor B

y,,' In ~ Average of the square of the observation for the i th level of factor A andj th
level of factor B
,

Y'J" = Square of the observation for (he ijk lh treatment..
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• b "
SST =L L L YlJk? - i'/abn

j=l j~1 k"1

" (80jZ+ (110)1+(112)2+---------(92)1+(93)1 - (777)21(3'3'3)

,,202236

,
SSA = L y,l ibn - y"/abn

i=l

" ((358)2+ (148)2+(271 )i}}1 (3'3) - (777)21(3'3'3)

" 24,74

b
5SB '" L y/ Ian - )?iabn

j~1

"((256j1+ (247)2 + (274)')/ (3'3) - (777)2/ (3'3'3)

~ 17,93

" ,
SSAD = L I y,/ In - J!abn - SSA . SSB

= ((110)2+ (116)2+ • - - - +(83)2+ (92j2}/ (3) - (777)11 (Z'2'2'J) - 24.74 - 17,93

= 3.17

SSE = SST. 5S" _ 5Sa - SSe _ SSAD - SS,\C _ SSBC

,,202.236 -117 - 24.74 -17 93

~ 156,396
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Formulas of Analysis of variance

Source of Sum of Degree of Mean Computed
Varialion square freedom square f

Twist per inch (Al SS, ,~ 1 MSA= SSA/(a-I) MSA/MSE

Ring speed IB) 5S. b~1 MSH'" SSn/(b-l) MSwMSE

InteractIOn SS,AB (a-l){b-I) MS"H '" SSAw(a-l)(b-I) MSAwMSe.

Error SS, ab{n-I} MSE '" SSE/ab{n-I)

TOlal SS, abn-I

RESULT OF SIGNIFICANCE TEST
Analysis of variance

Source of Sum of Degree of Mean Computed
Varialion square freedom square f

Twist per inch (A) 24.74 2 12,37 1,42

Ring speed (B) 17.93 2 8.965 1.032

Interaction 3.17 4 .7925 .092

Error 156,39618 18 8.69

Tolal 202.236 26

fos{2,18) = ,092

fos(4,18) = 2,93
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